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A B S T R A C T
Cloud computing is a reference paradigm for deploying applications and for storing,
managing, and processing large amounts of data. Today, thanks to significant efforts
made on optimizing the technological and business aspects of Cloud computing, Cloud
providers available on the market provide a broad range of cost-effective services over
the Internet, characterized by availability, scalability, and reliability. Therefore, indi-
viduals and organizations, ranging from small to large enterprises, can move their IT
asset to the Cloud for benefiting from the significant advantages of Cloud computing
technology.
Moving applications to the Cloud, however, requires addressing different problems.
First, applications should be assessed to see to what extent they are ready to be moved
to the Cloud, considering the specific properties (e.g., dynamic, distributed) of such
environments. Outsourcing applications that cannot be efficiently moved to the Cloud
could limit the use of Cloud computing. Also, Cloud providers offer their services
through plans that differ in terms of their characteristics. This variety ensures great
advantages for users, enabling them to choose the plan that better suits their needs
and economical availability. However, considering the different characteristics of Cloud
plans and the heterogeneous requirements of applications (e.g., the number of replicas,
CPU rates, security features), choosing a Cloud plan, among those offered by a (set of)
Cloud provider(s), is a hard challenge. The situation can get more complicated when
users wish to move multiple applications, at the same time, to the Cloud because
each application can have different (and even contrasting) requirements. Therefore, in
this scenario, it is necessary to properly combine the requirements of applications and
choose the Cloud plan that satisfies them in the best possible way.
In this thesis, we provide models and tools to help users in evaluating applications
that are moved to the Cloud and in selecting the most suitable Cloud plans among the
available ones on the market. Considering the problems mentioned above, we provide
two main contributions in this thesis.
The first contribution focuses on evaluating applications by assessing their modular-
ity. The dynamic nature of Cloud environments implies that Cloud resources usually
undergo frequent changes (e.g., resource join/leave/failure). Therefore, applications
with poor modular design, due to high coupling and low cohesion among their com-
ponents, cannot suitably adapt themselves to dynamic changes, and as a result, are
not able to run effectively on the Cloud. Likewise, such applications cannot be broken
down into components and usually are not efficient when they are distributed across
Cloud environments. In this thesis, we then propose an approach aimed at estimating
the modularity of applications to examine to what degree they can be easily moved to
the Cloud.
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The second contribution concerns plan selection. First, we propose a consensus-
based plan selection approach aimed at choosing the plan that best balances the pref-
erences of all the applications by reaching a trade-off among their requirements. Next,
we focus on plan selection under uncertainty, by considering a scenario where a group
of users with low technical skills and a limited budget wish to outsource multiple ap-
plications to the Cloud. In this respect, we propose an approach aimed at selecting a
Cloud plan that respects budget limits according to the preferences, even imprecise, of
applications provided by a set of users. Finally, we focus on supporting the business
objectives of users when they move their applications to the Cloud. To do so, we con-
sider a multiple-application scheduling scenario, where a virtual machine is selected
for each application. Then, we propose an approach aimed at maximizing financial
profit that is estimated for each application when it is executed on the Cloud, con-
sidering compensation mechanisms offered by service providers in their service level
agreements (SLAs).
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The rapid advancement in the popularity of Information and Communication Technol-
ogy (ICT) coupled with the growing demand for storing, processing and, managing
digital data have properly justified the expansion of Cloud computing technology. To-
day, Cloud users can benefit from the significant advantages of Cloud computing over
the conventional methods of on-premise computing. First of all, Cloud computing is
considered as a cost-effective computing paradigm [1] [2] because 1) capital costs (e.g.,
hardware infrastructure, software licenses) can be ignored [3]; 2) operating expenses
(e.g., costs for administration and maintenance, server cooling) can be cut- off [4]; 3) the
elastic nature of Cloud resources and the existence of various “pay-per-use” [5] pric-
ing models allow payment only for used resources and lead to significant economic
savings [6] [5]. Second, thanks to the rapid delivery of Cloud services over the Inter-
net, data and applications can be universally accessed, processed, and managed in a
reliable and secure way. Third, due to an almost infinite amount of resources provided
by Cloud computing technology [7], users can move their data and applications to the
Cloud while being worry-free about the lack of required resources. Fourth, by delegat-
ing obligations associated with data and application management to Cloud providers,
users are relieved tedious and low-level administrative tasks [8] (e.g., software update,
backup, data replication). Therefore, in addition to eliminating the need for hiring
administrative staff, users can focus on the core workflow of their business.
Although the technological and business benefits of Cloud computing services may
be seductive, moving applications to the Cloud is a difficult challenge and involves
addressing different key problems. First, we need to assess to what extent applications
are ready to be easily outsourced to the Cloud, considering the specific properties (e.g.,
dynamic, distributed) of Cloud environments. In fact, the adoption of solutions for se-
lecting Cloud plans that suitably meet the requirements of applications would not be
useful if applications cannot run effectively on the Cloud. Second, Cloud plan selection
for outsourcing applications is a difficult problem to address. There are two major rea-
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sons can be considered for this: 1) nowadays, the Cloud computing market is enriched
by several Cloud providers introducing different Cloud plans with heterogeneous char-
acteristics; 2) the significant progress in ICT has resulted in designing applications with
high levels of complexity and various requirements (e.g., availability level, CPU rates,
security guarantees). The consequences of adopting Cloud plans that do not fit the
requirements of applications can be discussed from two points of views: 1) if the char-
acteristics of selected Cloud plans are higher than the requirements of applications that
are moved to the Cloud, it could cause waste of Cloud resources and introduce unnec-
essary costs (e.g., virtual machine (VM) rental costs, software and hardware licenses)
which is to the benefit of neither Cloud providers nor users; 2) insufficiently meeting
the requirements of applications that are moved to the Cloud decreases the satisfaction
of users from Cloud computing technology and impedes its further adoption. Also, the
intuitive approach for plan selection when multiple applications, at the same time, are
moved to the Cloud is choosing a plan for each application. However, the problem
of Cloud plan selection can get even more complicated when users are interested in
choosing a single Cloud plan for multiple applications that are moved to the Cloud
because each application can have different (and possibly contrasting) requirements.
Therefore, to select a Cloud plan for a set of outsourcing applications, it is essential
to properly combine their requirements in order to balance their satisfaction which
is usually a controversial issue and needs to be carefully investigated in Cloud plan
selection scenarios.
1.1 contributions of the thesis
In general, this thesis follows two main lines of research. First, it focuses on evalu-
ating to what extent applications can be easily moved to the Cloud, considering the
distributed and dynamic nature of Cloud environments. Second, we provide novel so-
lutions for selecting suitable Cloud plans, among those available on the Cloud market,
considering several key problems involved in Cloud plan selection scenarios.
In the following, we provide a summary of the contributions of this thesis.
• Modularity evaluation. The dynamic nature of Cloud environments implies that
Cloud resources change frequently due to management operations (e.g., resource
churn) or their volatility (e.g., resource failure) [9]. Therefore, to be able to run
effectively on the Cloud, outsourcing applications should be capable of dynam-
ically adapting themselves to such frequent changes in Cloud environments [9].
Therefore, applications with poor modular design, which are difficult to recon-
figure, are not able to run effectively on the Cloud [9]. Also, such applications,
which cannot be broken into smaller parts, are not usually performant when they
are distributed across Cloud infrastructures due to high coupling between their
comprised components. We propose a software engineering approach to analyti-
cally evaluate the modularity [10] of applications to estimate to what extent they
can be easily moved to the Cloud w.r.t. change flexibility and/or distributability.
Our proposed solution operates in three main steps: i) defining an evaluation
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classification which includes different modularity attributes (e.g., coupling, co-
hesion) and their associated metrics (e.g., coupling between classes for coupling
attribute), according to the context of problem (e.g., application type, execution
context of application on the Cloud); ii) estimating modularity at micro (compo-
nent) level, considering attributes and metrics explored in the first step; iii) eval-
uating modularity at macro (system) level, considering the obtained modularity
at micro level (see Chapter 3).
• Cloud plan selection. The Cloud market is growing at a quick pace, offering a vari-
ety of opportunities to its users. Indeed, Cloud providers available on the market
sell plans that differ in the services they offer, the quality of services they guar-
antee, and the price lists they apply. This variety provides great advantages for
users, enabling them to choose the plan that better suits their needs and economi-
cal availability. However, selecting best-fit Cloud plans, considering the functional
and non-functional requirements of applications as well as the characteristics of
available Cloud plans, is not often an easy task and implies more than few trivial
steps. Also, moving multiple applications to the Cloud, at the same time, makes
plan selection even more complicated as each application can have different (and
possibly contrasting) requirements. Therefore, fulfiling the requirements of some
applications might leave other applications unsatisfied. Then, we provide inno-
vative solutions aimed at choosing suitable Cloud plans for a set of applications,
considering their requirements and the characteristics of Cloud plans (see Chap-
ters 4, 5, and 6). The main features of the proposed solutions can be summarized
as follows.
Consensus-based Cloud plan selection. Balancing the satisfaction of the require-
ments of all applications is considered as a fundamental objective when multiple
applications simultaneously are moved to the Cloud. We present an approach
aimed at balancing the satisfaction of applications’ requirements (e.g., availability
level, CPU rates, security guarantees) by selecting a Cloud plan that is globally
considered the most acceptable by all applications. It operates first by ranking
the available Cloud plans (matching plan characteristics and application require-
ments) and then by selecting, through a consensus-based process, the one that is
considered more acceptable by all applications.
Uncertainty management in Cloud plan selection. Conventional techniques for
selecting Cloud plans implicitly assume that users are familiar with the tech-
nical details of the requirements of their applications which might not always
be the case as unskilled IT users might move their applications to the Cloud
as well. Also, users might consider a limited budget for selecting a Cloud plan,
among those available, each with possibly a different price. This problem can get
even more complicated when a team of users/stakeholders contribute to a Cloud
plan selection process. We propose an approach aimed at choosing an affordable
Cloud plan for a set of applications when multiple users/stakeholders provide
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imprecise information about them. We first measure crisp importance for each ap-
plication, based on the associated linguistic importance, expressed by each user,
and then, measure the crisp preference of applications over each criterion (e.g.,
availability, performance), based on the linguistic preference of each application
over the criterion and the obtained crisp importance of applications, using fuzzy
techniques. Finally, we select the affordable plan, through a cost-benefit analysis
process, that is the best fit for applications, considering the obtained preferences
of applications over the set of criteria.
Risk-aware application scheduling. Cloud providers usually apply some com-
pensation mechanisms when their promised qualities of services are not met.
Therefore, to support the business objectives of users, such compensation mecha-
nisms, which can have high impacts on the financial profit of applications when
they are executed on the cloud, should be carefully considered in application
scheduling scenarios. We propose an approach aimed at, by mapping each ap-
plication to an available VM offered by multiple Cloud providers, maximizing
financial profit that is estimated for each application, according to its importance.
It mainly works in three phases. Considering each possible VM availability sce-
nario, we first measure a penalty which is paid by its respective Cloud provider
if the promised uptime of VM is not met, and then, estimate a financial profit
for the current application to be scheduled if it is assigned to each available VM.
Finally, through a risk analysis process, we assign each application to an available
VM, according to the expected monetary value of application when it is mapped
to each available VM.
1.2 organization of the thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 presents the state of the art of different approaches proposed for addressing
the problems associated with Cloud scenarios discussed in this thesis.
Chapter 3 illustrates an approach to evaluate modularity for an application to estimate
to what extent it can be easily moved to the Cloud w.r.t. change adaptability and/or
distributability.
Chapter 4 discusses an approach for Cloud plan selection that best balances the sat-
isfaction of the requirements of multiple applications by reaching a consensus among
them.
Chapter 5 proposes a solution for Cloud plan selection by considering different impre-
cise opinions about applications that are moved to the Cloud, provided by multiple
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unskilled IT users with a limited budget for selecting Cloud plans.
Chapter 6 formulates Cloud plan selection as an application-to-VM assignment prob-
lem and uses quantitative risk analysis techniques to support the business objectives
of users w.r.t. the financial profit of applications, considering service level agreement
compensation mechanisms, offered by multiple Cloud providers.
Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and discusses the future work.

2
R E L AT E D W O R K S
This chapter provides some the-state-of-art approaches related to topics covered in
this thesis. Section 2.1 discusses the assessment of applications to see to what extent
they can be easily moved to the Cloud w.r.t change flexibility and/or distributability
as well as some related works in this area. Section 2.2 presents some basic concepts
about Cloud plans and the importance of their selection together with some interest-
ing related works in this area which are divided into two categories: 1) single-application
context which includes scenarios that a plan is selected for a single application (see Sec-
tion 2.2.1) and 2) multiple-application context which includes scenarios that a Cloud plan
is selected for multiple applications with different and possibly contrasting require-
ments (see Section 2.2.2).
2.1 application assessment in outsourcing scenarios
Today, the increasing popularity of Cloud computing due to providing almost unlim-
ited resources which are highly available worldwide in an affordable fashion, com-
pared to traditional on-premise computing, is inevitable. However, while the techno-
logical and economical advantages of Cloud computing technology may be seductive,
several issues must be considered when users move their applications to the Cloud.
First, applications are needed to be assessed to see to what extent they can be easily
moved to the Cloud, considering the properties (e.g., dynamic, distributed) of Cloud
environments. The objective of such assessment is customizing applications to improve
their efficiency when they are executed on the Cloud. For example, in [11], a method is
proposed to improve the efficiency of computation-intensive applications by decreas-
ing the analysis time of term-weighting scenarios and keeping the quality of retrieved
information in an acceptable level. As as a result, such applications can run more ef-
fectively when Cloud providers are short of resources (e.g., due to high workload,
resource churn). In fact, even we adopt an approach to choose the best-fit plans(s) for
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satisfying the requirements of applications, it would not be a promising approach if
they suffer from the lack of running efficiency on the Cloud. Therefore, the assessment
of applications to see to what extent they are ready to be easily moved to the Cloud
can be considered as a prerequisite for Cloud plan selection.
There are several aspects (e.g., performance, security, availability, maintenance cost)
that are needed to be assessed when moving applications to the Cloud. In particu-
lar, considering the dynamic nature of Cloud environments, Cloud resources usually
undergo several changes due to management operations (e.g., resource churn) or their
volatility (e.g., resource failure) [9]. Therefore, applications that are moved to the Cloud
need to appropriately adapt themselves to changes that they face to be able to run ef-
ficiently on the Cloud. Moreover, applications that are moved to the Cloud usually
are distributed across Cloud infrastructure(s) [12], and as a result, they are required
to get properly decomposed into smaller parts. Therefore, considering dynamic and
distributed properties of Cloud environments, we need to evaluate applications w.r.t.
change adaptability and/or decomposability to see to what extent they are ready to
be moved to the Cloud. From the software engineering point of view, applications
with modular design are more flexible to changes [13] compared to monolithic ones.
Also, a modular application can be easily decomposed into smaller parts due to the
low dependency between them, which as a result, suitably distributed across Cloud
environment(s). Therefore, modularity can be considered as a metric for the change
flexibility and/or distributability of applications. In the following section, we provide
some basic concepts about application modular design, and then, we review some
related works addressed the evaluation of application modularity.
2.1.1 modular design evaluation
Modularity is defined as the ability of a system to decompose into a set of cohesive
and loosely coupled modules/components [14]. An Application with a modular de-
sign comprises almost small and related objects, each fulfiling a clear and unique func-
tion [15]. In [16], five criteria defined for evaluating a modular design which enables
us to infer the advantages of modular applications, presented as follows [10]:
• Decomposability. The architecture of a modular application can be decomposed
to into smaller modules which enables their distribution across Cloud infrastruc-
ture(s).
• Composability. The modules of an application with a modular design can be
reused to assemble new application(s). Such reusability allows for decreasing the
required time and cost of developing new applications.
• Understandability. A module in a modular application is easily understandable
as a standalone unit. Thus, it will be easier to build and simpler to change without
having to know about and/or reference to other modules.
• Continuity. Small changes in a modular application will result in changes in
individual modules rather than system-wide changes. As a result, the impact of
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side-effects (e.g., changes in other modules, increasing dependency between mod-
ules) due to such changes will be minimized. Therefore, the more an application
is modular, the more flexible it is to changes.
• Protectability. Considering an application with a modular design, if an error
occurs within a module, the impact of side-effects induced by the error will be
minimized.
Considering the continuity (change flexibility) and decomposability properties of
modular design, modularity can be considered as a metric for evaluating the adapta-
tion capability and/or distributability of applications. Several researches (e.g., [17], [18],
[19], [20], [21]) studied the modularity of applications from a software engineering
point of view. In the following, we will discuss some related works in this area.
Modularity evolution assessment. The authors in [17] considered the following mea-
sures for assessing the modularity of applications when a new version is released: 1)
Coupling, which is defined as a measure of interconnection among the components of
an application [10]. Higher coupling values for an application reflect greater difficulties
to change its components because a change in one component may have an impact on
all other components that are coupled to it [22]; 2) Cohesion, which is defined as a mea-
sure of the degree to which a component focuses on just one single task [10]. Higher
cohesion values for an application reflect the higher division of functionalities among
components, and as a result, higher change flexibility and decomposability; 3) Complex-
ity, which is revealed by coupling and cohesion (i.e., higher cohesion indicates lower
complexity). Also, the following sub-measures considered for coupling, cohesion, and
complexity.
• w.r.t. coupling, the following sub-measures are considered: 1) coupling between
object classes [23] which measures the number of other classes that are coupled to
the assessed class; 2) response for a class [24] which counts the number of methods
that can be invoked in response to a message received by an object of the assessed
class; 3) afferent coupling [25] which is the number of classes in other packages de-
pending on classes in the assessed package; 4) efferent coupling [25] which counts
the number of packages that classes in the assessed package depend upon; v)
coupling between methods [26] which represents the total number of methods to
which all the inherited methods are coupled.
• w.r.t. cohesion, the following sub-measures are taken into account: 1) lack of co-
hesion in methods (LCOM) [24] [27] which represents the number of the pairs of
methods that are not related through the sharing of the some of instance vari-
ables; 2) lack of Cohesion in methods (LCOM3) [28] which is an improved version of
LCOM and measures the cohesion of assessed class by considering the effective
usage of instance variables.
• w.r.t. complexity, the following sub-measures are considered: 1) weighted method
per class [24] which measures the sum of the complexities of all class methods;
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2) McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity [29] which measures the number of different
paths (decision points) in a method plus one.
Then, the values of measures are obtained in four release versions of two open source
projects (Camel and POI). Next, the modularity of each project is described by sepa-
rately interpreting the metric values. The work in [17], while sharing the same idea of
considering measures and sub-measures for modularity evaluation, is different from
our proposed approach in Chapter 3 because we measure modularity at two levels
(micro (component) level and macro (system) level). Also, we consider a different im-
portance for each modularity metric, in contrast, to approach presented in [17] which
assumes all measures to be equally important.
Modularity improvement. The distribution of classes among modules in an applica-
tion is considered as an effective factor impacting modularity. In fact, classes with
higher similarity (affinity) should be placed in the same module to improve modular-
ity. In [30], a quantitative approach is proposed aimed at analyzing the modularity of
applications, and then, providing a solution for improving them. To evaluate modu-
larity, the authors in [30] propose a modularity factor, called MMF, based on the level
of coupling among classes which indicates the affinity (similarity) among them. Then,
assuming that the number of modules is known, a set of modularization solutions (i.e.,
the distribution of classes among modules) is proposed, using different cluster analysis
and affinity-rating techniques. Next, a dispersion parameter (i.e., the maximum num-
ber of classes in a module) is defined to avoid concentrating a large number of classes
on a small set of modules. Then, the best modularization solution is the one with
high MMF and not too much dispersion. The metrics considered for evaluating mod-
ularity in [30] are limited to coupling, cohesion, and size (i.e., the number of classes,
the number of modules) in contrast to our proposed method where it is possible to
consider any modularity attribute and metric, according to problem context. Also, the
authors ignore the different importance/relevance of modularity metrics in contrast
to our approach. Moreover, the work in [30] does not evaluate modularity at system
level which is different from our proposed method as we estimate modularity both
at micro (component) level and at macro (system) level. In [18] a method is proposed
aimed at providing heuristic advice on code modularity based on a heuristic design
similarity measure. The proposed similarity measure, which calculates the similarity
between two objects in an application, supports two services namely, clustering and
maverick analysis. Clustering service identifies the set of related procedures and mav-
erick analysis identifies procedures that appear to be in the wrong module. The work
in [18] focuses on code modularity which is different from ours as we consider mod-
ularity measurement at micro (component) level and macro (system) level. Also, our
proposed method is more general as it is possible to consider any modularity attribute
and associated metric which provides suitable flexibility in choosing modularity at-
tributes and metrics according to the context of problem (e.g., application architecture,
application type, Cloud service change rate, the level of application distribution). Such
modularity attributes and metrics could be defined by referring to existing guidelines
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and classifications (e.g., [31], [32]).
In [20], a method is proposed to evaluate a quality attribute (e.g., maintainability)
considering associated quality characteristics (e.g., correctability, testability), each with
respective metrics (e.g., fault rate and required effort for testability) [21] [33]. Inspired
from [20], the authors in [21], which probably is the closest work to ours for mod-
ularity evaluation (see Chapter 3), proposed a method to measure modularity as a
quality attribute. They also considered only maintainability and reusability as quality
characteristics. In contrast to the work in [21], our work provides suitable flexibility in
modularity evaluation by defining a generic modularity evaluation classification which
modularity attributes (e.g., coupling, cohesion, size) and their associated metrics can be
considered both at micro (component) level (e.g., coupling between components [24],
for coupling attribute) and at macro (system) level (e.g., coupling between servers, for
coupling attribute). Moreover, we introduced a metric at system level for evaluating
modularity. It measures the number of use-cases for each application service which is
obtainable by adopting UML analysis (e.g., considering a sequence diagram associated
with the assessed application).
The second main issue addressed in this thesis is Cloud plan selection. In the next
subsection, we provide some basic concepts about Cloud plans and some related works
about their selection in outsourcing scenarios.
2.2 cloud plan selection in outsourcing scenarios
The growing popularity of Information and Communication (ICT) has resulted in de-
veloping applications with complex and different functional and non-functional re-
quirements. Therefore, when applications are moved to the Cloud, several aspects
should be considered to select Cloud services that suitably meet the requirements of
applications. Exploring necessary criteria for fulfilling the requirements of applications
can be one of the most important aspects of such consideration. To show the diversity
and low-levelness of the requirements of outsourcing applications, we conducted a lit-
erature review to explore criteria that are usually considered for the requirements of
applications, from both user and provider point of views. As depicted in Table 2.1, we
divide the considered criteria into four main categories, including Security, Cost, and
Performance, and Support, and then, for each category, we consider some sub-categories
(e.g., Elasticity and Latency, considering Performance criterion).
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Criterion Sub-criterion (1) Sub-criterion (2) Sub-criterion (3) Comments
Security
Confidentiality
e.g., dependency on external
third party [34], intrusion
detection time
Integrity
e.g., credential management
overhead [35]
Availability
e.g., load balancing [35],
fault resolution time [36]
Cost
Pricing
Model
Resource
e.g., per-use, subscription,
prepaid per-use
Licence
e.g., hourly, one-time charge,
free [37]
Variation
e.g., discount on the per-use
model [37]
Price changes
e.g., increasing 15% instance/hour
and storage price in 2 years [38]
Premium services e.g., fast connection [37]
Temporal replication of
components [37]
to handle spikes
Hidden extra charges
e.g., ingress and egress bandwidth
to predict in advance) [37]
Data transfer between Clouds [39]
Staff skills [40]
Technical/Experience of
IT professionals [41]
Negotiating & Engaging in
technical discussions [41]
Staff training [42]
knowledge/experience/skills
of staff
Available documentation
from the provider
e.g., Windows Azure tutorials
Operating cost [43]
Test [44]
functional and non-functional
properties [45]
(Re)-Configuration/Installation
e.g., collecting (re)configuration
information [45], GUI [46],
database, code, connection [47],
security policy [48], data
encryption/fragmenation [36], third
party tool installation [42]
Maintenance
Update [44]
e.g., patching OS, applications, and
VMs with the last security updates
Upgrade
Upgrade frequency [49]
Test [44]
functional and non-functional
properties (e.g., response time
fault tolerance) [45]
Configuration
e.g., database, code, connection [47]
, security policy [48]
Monitoring e.g., usage bills, access logs [44]
Time to market [44]
Technical/Experience skills [40]
Application complexity
Performance
Elasticity
Workload variation
Application type
e.g., data handling/exchanged
amount [50], computation-
intensive [50]
Peak usage [50]
e.g., avg. duration of load peaks/
year, avg. # of load peaks/year
# of users [50]
Geographic distribution
of users [50]
Static content [51]
static contents (e.g., images,
audio files) are better candidates
to move to the Cloud
Scalability
Multi-tenancy awareness [37] e.g., virtualization overhead
Concurrency [37]
e.g., to support data replication
between (VM) instances
Scaling latency [37]
e.g., resource availability,
application architecture
Replication [52]
Latency
Distance between on-premise
and off-premise layers of
application [37]
Distance between application
and user [37]
Distance between VM
instances [37]
e.g., in the same data center, region.
Traffic shaping [53] which leads to high latency
Availability of fast
dedicated connections [37]
Available bandwidth
Input/Output operations
per second [51]
Support
Consulting
e.g., consulting prior to application
oustourcing [54]
Maintenance
e.g., maintenance for deployed
application accross several
providers [39]
Table 2.1: Example of criteria for the requirements of applications
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As the complexity of outsourcing applications increases, Cloud providers are re-
quired to offer more heterogeneous Cloud plans to better satisfy the requirements of
applications. Therefore, considering the requirements of applications and the charac-
teristics of Cloud plans, selecting suitable Cloud services is usually far from straight-
forward. For example, a computation-intensive application (e.g., a signal processing
application) which works on publicly available data, may require a Cloud service with
high performance features (e.g., CPU rates, disk speed). However, another application
that processes sensitive data is mostly interested in a Cloud service with high secu-
rity features (e.g., encryption algorithms, authentication mechanisms). Cloud providers
usually offer Cloud services in the form of plans that differ in the services they offer, the
quality of services they guarantee, and the price lists they apply (e.g., a (set of) virtual
machine (VM(s)), dedicated hosts, storages). This variety provides great advantages for
users, enabling them to choose the plan that better suits their needs and economical
availability. Today, there are three main types of Cloud plans can be considered in the
Cloud market which is presented as follows.
• Provider-defined. The characteristics of these Cloud plans are defined by Cloud
providers, and as a result, provide the least flexibility for users as they need
to select plans among those offered by Cloud providers. The advantage here
is that Cloud users can choose plans considering their available characteristics
which can ease the selection process. However, users need to know about the
low-level information (e.g., implementation and management details) of Cloud
plans which are not usually revealed by Cloud providers [55].
• User-defined. The characteristics of these plans are defined by users considering
the requirements of outsourcing applications, which as a result, they provide the
maximum flexibility for users as they can ask for the most tailored plans for their
applications. However, users need to be technically aware of the requirements of
applications.
• Hybrid. Users can select these plans, offered by Cloud providers, and customize
them according to the requirements of applications. However, the flexibility of
such plans might suitably not meet the requirement of applications as Cloud
providers usually do not allow for the full customization of a hybrid plan.
The availability of various Cloud plans with heterogeneous characteristics has both
favorable and unfavorable consequences. On the one hand, the variety of Cloud plans
gives users the freedom of selecting Cloud plans that better fit the requirements of
applications. One the other hand, selecting Cloud plans, over other available ones, is
considered as an essential challenge as it has clear consequences on the quality of pro-
vided services (e.g., a plan with frequent downtimes would cause considerable incon-
veniences to users trying to interact with the applications deployed over it). Therefore,
apart from issues and difficulties in choosing the type of Cloud plans (e.g., the famil-
iarity of users with Cloud scenarios, the allowed customization level of Cloud plans
by Cloud providers), selecting suitable plans is a fundamental issue which should be
carefully investigated. To deal with these issues, the Cloud computing literature have
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addressed various issues in Cloud plan selection scenarios which will briefly be dis-
cussed in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
2.2.1 cloud plan selection in a single application context
In this section, we will discuss some related works (e.g., [56], [57], [58], [59], [60]) that
consider Cloud plan selection in a single application context.
Service discovery and selection. The authors in [56] consider a scenario characterized
by a set of Cloud providers which can publish the characteristics of their services and
a user which selects the one that better satisfies the requirements of her application.
To do so, the authors use a framework called Resources Via Web Services (RVWS) [61]
which allows web services to be stateful, and as a result, current information about
the resources of services is kept locally in the WSDL documents of services. There-
fore, resources do not need to be examined every time a WSDL document is called.
For a service, two attributes are considered: 1) state, which covers the current avail-
ability of a service and associated resources; 2) characteristics, which represents the
nonfunctional attributes of offered services (e.g., cost, QoSs). To support the discovery
of available services, a dynamic broker is considered which allows publishing detailed
information about services, keeping them updated, and finding suitable resources and
services based on application requirements. To support service selection, the user pro-
vides three groups of requirements including, service, resource, and provider with the
possibility of specifying their associated attributes on filtering. Finally, the dynamic
broker finds matching services, resources, and providers.
Cloud plan selection based on multi-level criteria. The authors in [57] proposed a
framework called Service Measurement Index Cloud (SMICloud) to select a suitable
Cloud service for an application. The authors, as the requirements of an application,
consider some attributes (e.g., performance, assurance), each with two levels of sub-
attributes (e.g., serviceability and free support, considering assurance attribute). Also,
they provide a flexible ranking model to support various types of attributes, includ-
ing boolean (e.g., free support), range (e.g., the initiation time of a VM), unordered
set (e.g., the number of supported platforms (portability)), and numerical. Then, the
authors adopt a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) technique called Analytical
Hierarchical Process (AHP) to properly assign a different importance to each consid-
ered attribute and sub-attribute, and then, rank available Cloud services.
Another major line of work focuses on security issues in multi-Cloud scenarios,
proposing solutions to protect integrity (e.g., [62, 63, 64, 65]) and confidentiality of
accesses (e.g., [66, 67]) to data outsourced to multiple providers. While sharing with
us a scenario characterized by multiple Cloud providers, these proposals are com-
plementary to our provided methods and tools for Cloud plan selection in this the-
sis as they specifically focus on the enforcement of protection mechanisms. All the
above-mentioned works operate in a single-application context. That is, Cloud plans
are selected based on a single set of requirements. However, the problem of select-
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ing Cloud plan selection can get even more complicated when multiple applications,
at the same time, are moved to the Cloud because each application can have differ-
ent (and possibly contrasting) requirements. For example, an application with unpre-
dictable workload patterns is more interested in plans with efficient elasticity algo-
rithms, while an “always-on” application (e.g., mission-critical web applications) cares
more about the availability characteristics of plans (e.g., the number of replicas, failure
recovery time). Therefore, users need to properly combine applications’ requirements
and choose plans that satisfy them in the best possible way. Since the focus of proposed
models and tools in this thesis is on supporting Cloud plan selection in a multiple-
application context, we will review some related works in this context in the following
section.
2.2.2 cloud plan selection in a multiple-application context
The research community have addressed Cloud plan selection in a multiple-application
context (e.g., [60], [68], [69]). In the following, we will briefly review some interested
related works in this area.
Supporting security requirements as constraints. An interesting method proposed
in [68] to support considering various security requirements when the best suite of ser-
vices is selected. The authors define security requirements in term of three sets of con-
straints, including application-oriented, infrastructure-oriented, and global constraints.
For example, an application-oriented constraint, called Restrict, implies that all avail-
able VM instances are required to place within a given community area (e.g., within
EU countries), based on security and privacy policies, and government enforced obli-
gations. Also, another application-oriented constraint, called Distribute, implies that if
user replicates her application on two VM instances, to avoid single points of failure,
they never should be located on the same physical host at the same time. Forbid is
an example of infrastructure-oriented constraint which indicates that VM instances,
owned by a user, cannot place on some specific physical hosts as they are considered
for system-level services (e.g., access control engines). An infrastructure-oriented con-
straint, named Count, limits the number of VM instances on a physical host to avoid
their performance degradation. Also, resource capacity, as a global constraint, states that
the amount of resources, consumed by all VMs that are located on a physical host, can-
not exceed the total capacity of physical host in any dimension (e.g., CPU, memory).
After constraint definition phase, the authors map available VM instances on a set of
physical hosts which are classified into some clusters. To do so, adopting a greedy
heuristic-based algorithm, available clusters and physical hosts are analyzed and those
can perform VM provisioning are identified, considering the defined constraints. The
algorithm tries to map available VM instances to a cluster with the highest amount
of available resources to reduce the load variance between clusters. Also, to reduce
energy consumption costs, when a cluster with maximum resource availability is se-
lected, each physical host within the cluster is analyzed to map as many VM instances
as possible on that physical host. While the work in [68] shares with our work (see
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Chapter 4) the idea of the satisfaction of multiple sets of user requirements (in terms
of constraints), it also focuses on the reduction of the energy costs as well as the run-
ning physical hosts from the provider’s point of view. Therefore, it is different from
our scenario as it is not completely based on the consensus among the sets of user
requirements on their satisfaction level.
Composition-based Cloud provider selection. In [69], the authors suggest a method
for selecting the best set of Cloud providers, according to multiple sets of requirements.
To do so, first, the authors, capture major relationships between user requirements and
Cloud providers, while filtering the minor ones which are considered as noises, adopt-
ing Singular Value Decomposition Technique (SVD) [70]. Then, the centroid values of
user requirements are calculated as the weighted sum of user requirements. Finally, a
set of Cloud providers is selected based on measuring Cosine similarity between the
obtained centroid values of requirements and the characteristics of Cloud providers.
The work in [69] is different from ours (see Chapter 4) as it focuses on selecting a set
of Cloud providers, while we consider the selection of a single Cloud plan.
In this thesis, considering Cloud plan selection in a multiple-application context, we
followed two major lines of research: supporting the business objectives of users (see
Chapter 6) and their uncertainty about the requirements of applications (see Chapter 5).
Therefore, in the following subsections (Section 2.2.2.2 and Section 2.2.2.1), we will
review some related works, considering these lines of works, respectively.
2.2.2.1 cloud plan selection under uncertainity
Traditional techniques for selecting suitable Cloud plans for applications implicitly as-
sume that users are aware of the technical details of the requirements of applications.
However, it is not always the case as users, possibly without an IT background, can also
be interested in moving their applications to the Cloud. Therefore, since such users may
not have precise ideas about the requirements of applications, quantitative approaches
might not precisely capture the uncertainty of users about applications’ requirements,
and as a result, select plans that do not adequately meet them. Supporting Cloud plan
selection under uncertainty studied also in the past (e.g., [71], [72], [73], [74], [75]). In
the following, we review some interesting works in this area.
Supporting service composition for unskilled users. A method in [71] proposed
which tries to support users with vague ideas about the requirements of multiple appli-
cations by simplifying the process of the selection of a set of services. The main compo-
nents of proposed architecture are as follows: 1) user portal which presents all available
services to users. Also, it provides some graphical interfaces for capturing user re-
quirements; 2) translator which translates Cloud service information to a provided web
service modeling language format; 3) Cloud service repositories which maintains Cloud
services’ information; 4) discovery and negotiation service which maps requirements to
resources, using a provided ontology-based discovery technique; 5) composition which
builds possible service compositions and excluding incompatible ones; 6) optimizer
which evaluates service composition candidates, considering user’s QoS preferences;
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7) planning which determines the order of deploying services; 8) image packaging which
builds the discovered services and meta-data into deployable packages (e.g., Amazon
machine images); 9) deployment which configures and sets up services (e.g., firewall
configurations). The authors consider four composition criteria including, deployment
cost, deployment time (i.e., required time for deploying a service on a VM), reliability,
and compatibility. Considering deployment cost, the authors define some categories in-
cluding, acquisition cost (e.g., licensing cost), ongoing cost (e.g., data transfer cost), and
decommissioning cost (e.g., costs related to archiving and removing data at the end of
application lifecycle). Considering reliability, the authors introduce a metric called SLA
confidence level which measures how services are reliable, considering their associated
SLAs and their performance history. The final objective is to find a fully-compatible
service composition for a set of applications which minimizes deployment time and
cost, and improves reliability. To do so, first, Pareto front composition solutions are
identified using multi-objective algorithms, considering the preferences of users which
are described by defining some high level “if-then” rules to build a fuzzy rule-based
engine. The proposed fuzzy inference engine has three inputs including, deployment
time, deployment cost, and composition reliability. The output of fuzzy inference en-
gine is the desirability level of composition. Then, the best Pareto front composition
solution is chosen by ranking the identified ones. The work in [71], which shares the
idea of supporting Cloud plan selection for unskilled users, is different from ours as it
provides a composition of services to meet the requirements of applications, while we
consider the selection of one single Cloud plan. Also, the authors in [71], contrasting
to us, focus on Cloud service selection in a single-user context (i.e., a single user con-
tributes to the service selection process).
QoS-based service composition optimization. In [72], a method is proposed for the
optimization of multiple service selection for a complex job which includes several
simple jobs (sub-jobs). The proposed service composition optimization is carried out
in four steps: i) job analysis which the QoS importance of each job is measured in this
step. For this, the authors consider four categories of QoS indices including, market
or manufacturing response time, cost, quality, and the guaranteed ability of contract.
Also, for each QoS index, a set of sub-indices are considered (e.g., success rate and
reliability, considering the guaranteed ability of contract). Then, QoS indices and their
sub-indices are organized into a hierarchy in order to calculate the job-specific impor-
tance of all QoS indices and their sub-indices, adopting fuzzy AHP technique; ii) service
discovery which in this step, through a semantic matchmaking process (e.g., semantic
UDDI [76]), a list of alternative services is obtained for each sub-job; iii) SLA negotia-
tion between service provider and consumer to get the volumes of each service’s QoS
indices; iv) establish a multi-objective optimization model for service composition, consid-
ering optimization objective and constraints (e.g., for each job, maximizing the perfor-
mance/cost ratio of services, while ensuring that total time and price do not exceed
time budget and price budget); v) solve the model to get the optimal solution, adopting
an optimization algorithm. The work in [72], apart from service composition-based sce-
nario, is different from ours in Chapter 5 as we focus on selecting a single Cloud plan
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when multiple users contribute to the Cloud plan selection process. Also, the authors
in [72] assume that sub-jobs are to be equally important, in contrast to our scenario
where each application can have a different imprecise importance.
Hierarchical Cloud service selection. In [73], a Cloud trust evaluation system is pro-
posed for selecting the best Cloud service, considering numerical (e.g., CPU speed)
and linguistic (e.g., security policy, network security) requirements. To do so, the
authors generate a hierarchical fuzzy inference system which includes four compo-
nents: 1) web interface which provides users an interface to submit their functional and
non-functional requirements; 2) discovery service which retrieves services that can meet
functional requirements (e.g., the number of CPU cores, memory amount), static QoS
requirements (e.g., security, policy), and business policies; 3) Cloud benchmark service
which constantly monitors the performance of Clouds by running benchmark services;
4) trust evaluation service which returns the best service, according to considered criteria.
The proposed hierarchical fuzzy inference system is composed of connected atomic typ-
ical fuzzy inference modules, defined for considered criteria. The inputs of upper-level
modules in the proposed hierarchical fuzzy inference system are the outputs of lower
level modules. The inputs of leaf interface modules are obtained from the services’
past benchmark results. The system dynamically generates fuzzy “If-Then” rules for
each module, according to user requirements and a pessimistic rule generation strat-
egy (i.e., the output trust level is acceptable only if all input variables satisfactory). In
this manner, the proposed hierarchical evaluation framework ranks available services,
according to their evaluated trust values, user requirements, and the services’ bench-
marking results. The work in [73], while shares with our work in Chapter 5 the idea of
selecting a Cloud service/plan, is different from our scenario as we consider multiple
users who contribute to the process of selecting a Cloud plan for multiple applications.
Hybrid Cloud service selection. In [74], the authors propose a fuzzy decision-making
framework for selecting Cloud services. The authors introduce a fuzzy Cloud ontol-
ogy to model the relationship between service concepts (e.g., network management)
and service properties (e.g., service response time) as well as the relationship between
service concepts. Also, the proposed fuzzy Cloud ontology supports the calculation
of similarity between Cloud service concepts and the query of service compositions.
Then, the authors choose k-top services having the highest similarities with the sub-
mitted query. Next, adopting fuzzy AHP, the importance of non-functional properties
(e.g., QoSs, price) is calculated. Finally, adopting fuzzy TOPSIS, candidate services are
rated. The final ranking of services is based on the linear combination of service sim-
ilarity with the submitted query and service ratings. The work in [74], which focuses
on the selection of Cloud services in a single-user context, is different from ours pro-
posed in Chapter 5 as we consider selecting a Cloud plan for multiple applications
with different and possibly contrasting preferences over a set of criteria (e.g., availabil-
ity, performance) in a multiple-user context.
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Group-based Cloud service selection. In [75], a multi-attribute group decision-making
tool is proposed to help users for selecting Cloud providers. To do so, a committee of
decision makers (DMs) is formed and asked to provide their qualitative assessments
about Cloud providers for subjective attributes (e.g., technology, environment) and
quantitative assessments for objective attributes (e.g., cost). The subjective and objec-
tive assessment of attributes is calculated using linguistic weighted arithmetic aver-
aging (LWAA) [77] operator and the statistical variance of quantitative assessments,
respectively. Then, based on a weighted combination method, the subjective and objec-
tive preferences of attributes are combined to obtain their integrated preferences. Next,
considering the integrated attribute preferences, the objective (adopting an improved
TOPSIS method [78]) and subjective (adopting a Delphi-AHP method [79]) importance
of DMs are measured. Then, the integrated importance of each DM is calculated as the
linear combination of subjective and objective importances. Finally, Cloud providers
are scored and raked, according to the aggregated decision opinions of DMs, consider-
ing the preferences of attributes and the importance of DMs. The work in [75], while
shares with our work in Chapter 5 the idea of selecting a Cloud plan/provider in a
group-based context, is different from ours as we consider the selection of a Cloud
plan for multiple applications, each with possibly a different importance.
2.2.2.2 business-oriented cloud plan selection
The growing popularity of Cloud computing technology lies in several reasons. Among
them, the business-effectiveness of Cloud plans is considered as one of the important
ones. In fact, for a majority of Cloud users, the cost-effectiveness of Cloud solutions is
one of the main motivations for outsourcing their data and applications to the Cloud.
As we mentioned before in Section 2.2, a Cloud plan can be any type of customized
Cloud service such as a (set of) VM(s). In VM provisioning scenarios, when multiple
applications are moved to the Cloud, they usually are scheduled by mapping each one
to a VM, among a set of available VMs. Here, a fundamental challenge is supporting
the business objectives of users in application scheduling scenarios. In particular, when
applications to be outsourced are business-critical ones (e.g., e-commerce applications),
users expect not only minimizing the risk of the financial loss of applications but also
efficiently supporting their financial profit, when they are executed on the Cloud. Then,
it is essential to carefully investigate the process of the scheduling of such applications
to suitably support the business objectives of users w.r.t. the financial profit of appli-
cations. In the literature, there are several business-oriented methods to support VM
provisioning scenarios (e.g., [80], [81], [82], [83], [84]). In the following, we review some
interesting related works in this area.
SLA-based resource provisioning in virtualized Cloud datacenters. In [80], the au-
thors proposed a method for improving resource provisioning in virtualized Cloud
data centers w.r.t. the profit of Cloud providers. The proposed method includes four
key components: 1) admission control which decides whether the requested VM for an
application can be allocated and the QoS requirements can be met if the requested VM
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is allocated; 2) VM manager which initiates a VM and allocates it to a physical host hav-
ing the required capacity; 3) job scheduler which schedules applications on newly initi-
ated VMs; 4) SLA manager which monitors current SLAs for each application. Also, the
authors consider two types workloads: i) transactional workloads (e.g., web applications
with time-varying workloads); 2) non-interactive workloads which there is no commu-
nication between tasks. For transactional workloads, the authors consider three types
of penalties for SLA violation including, fixed, proportional, and delay-independent.
The fixed penalty, as its name clearly states, is applied whenever a Cloud provider
fails to meet current resource capacity demand. The delay-independent penalty is pro-
portional to delay incurred by a Cloud provider in returning the resource capacity.
The proportional penalty is proportional to delay that is incurred by a Cloud provider
in returning some resource capacity, considering times that the resource capacity was
requested and allocated. For non-interactive workload, the authors consider a penalty
considering the required number of CPU cycles and a deadline to provide such amount
of resource. The authors used artificial neural network techniques to forecast the future
workload (VMs’ CPU utilization) and predict the amount of available resources in fu-
ture. Based on such prediction, it is decided if a new application can be accepted for
assigning to available VM(s) or not. Finally, for resource provisioning, the priority is
given to applications with lower penalty rates. The work in [80], which shares with
our work presented in Chapter 6 the idea of mapping applications to VMs by consid-
ering SLA penalty rates to support the profit of Cloud providers, is orthogonal to our
scenario as we focus on supporting the business objective of users w.r.t. the financial
profit of applications.
Auction-based VM provisioning. In [81], a method is proposed to efficiently allocate
resources in a combinatorial auction system and reduce SLA penalty cost. The authors
define SLA in terms of a deadline for the execution of a job. They consider a scenario
in which a set of users request computing resources in the form of VM instances. Each
user requests resources for a job by submitting a bid including, the number of VM in-
stances for each type of VM and price that she is willing to pay for using the requested
bundle of VMs. Cloud provider runs an auction mechanism periodically and users bid
for VM bundles for a unit of time. If a user needs VM instances for more than one unit
of time, she needs to bid periodically. The bidding process is continued until either its
deadline is exceeded or the job execution is completed. To maximize the profit of Cloud
provider by reducing penalty cost, the probability of deadline violation is computed,
and then, the profit of Cloud provider is estimated based on the deadline violation
probability obtained in the previous step, the revenue of VMs, their running cost, and
SLA violation penalty cost. The authors conclude that jobs with impending deadlines
are more likely to be determined as auction winners because the probability of allocat-
ing resources to them is higher as they incur less SLA penalty for Cloud providers. The
proposed work in [81] focuses on maximizing the profit of Cloud provider, in contrast
to our scenario which tries to maximize the financial profit of applications, owned by
users.
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Profit optimization in VM provisioning scenarios. In [83], the authors propose a
constraint-based approach to support the overall profit optimization of Cloud providers
in VM provisioning scenarios. To do so, they consider a scenario which consists of a
set of virtual clusters (VC). Each VC is defined as a set of VMs, running on private re-
sources and possibly some VMs rented from public Cloud providers. Also, each VC is
associated with a specific application type which is managed by a corresponding pro-
gramming framework (e.g., for batch application types, it is possible to use Oracle Grid
Engine (OGE)). Each VC hosts a subset of applications. Also, each application runs on a
set of VMs, including private and public ones. The proposed profit estimation policy is
called when a new request to deploy an application is received and no resource is avail-
able on the associated VC to run the application. To meet the objective of optimization
policy (i.e., maximizing the overall profit of Cloud provider), the authors try to avoid
getting resources from public Cloud providers by giving private resources to a new
request. Such resources could be obtained from private resources that are already as-
signed to running applications. However, the performance of such applications could
be decreased, and as a result, guaranteed QoSs in their SLAs could be violated. To
avoid such situations, the authors ensure, as a constraint, that profit achieved from a
request for hosting a new application would be more than the penalties for impacted
applications. Also, taking resources from already hosted applications could impact the
reputation of Cloud provider. To avoid such situations, the authors consider a con-
straint which implies that the percentage of impacted applications should be less or
equal to a predefined threshold. The authors propose two ways to provide resources
for a new request. First, resources are borrowed from running applications during their
execution which could impact on their performance with a cost called bid which is the
sum of penalties for the impacted applications. The second way is waiting until some
resources are released by some running applications which impacts on the resource re-
quest with a waiting time. When a new resource request to host an application arrives,
among the VM prices of public Cloud providers, the cheapest one is selected. Then, all
available VCs provide their waiting time and a bid, according to the percentage of im-
pacted applications. Then the smallest bid that the associated percentage of impacted
applications is less than a predefined threshold is selected. Next, the cost of shortest
waiting time that the percentage of impacted application is less than the predefined
threshold is calculated. Further, the cost of selected bid and waiting time is compared,
the minimum one is selected, and added to the cost of running application on the pri-
vate resources. Finally, the cost of private resources and public resources is compared,
and the resource type (public or private) with the minimum cost is chosen to host the
new application.
2.3 chapter summary
In this chapter, we discussed some related works in the literature that addressed issues
discussed in this thesis. We started with reviewing some related works that evaluate
the modularity of applications to see to what extent they can be easily moved to the
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Cloud w.r.t. adaptation capability and/or decomposability. Then, we focused on re-
lated works that addressed Cloud plan selection in a single-application context which
a set of requirements is considered for selecting Cloud plans. Next, we presented some
related works for Cloud plan selection in a multiple-application context with a special
focus on supporting the uncertainty of users about the requirements of applications as
well as the business objectives of users.
3
M O D U L A R D E S I G N E VA L U AT I O N I N O U T S O U R C I N G
S C E N A R I O S
Cloud computing environments are highly dynamic because Cloud resources continu-
ously evolve, according to changes that occur in such environments. Therefore, to run
effectively on the Cloud, outsourcing applications should be able to adapt themselves
to dynamic frequent changes in Cloud environments. Moreover, since applications can
be distributed across several Cloud environments, they are required to suitably be de-
composed into smaller parts. In this chapter, we focus on the evaluation of applications
to see to what extent they can be easily moved to the Cloud w.r.t. change adaptabil-
ity and/or decomposability, considering the dynamic and distributed nature of Cloud
environments.
3.1 introduction
Today, considering the significant benefits of Cloud computing, compared to tradi-
tional on-premise computing, more and more organizations as well as individuals are
moving their applications to the Cloud. However, due to the specific properties of
Cloud environments, applications should be carefully assessed to see to what extent
they are ready to be moved to the Cloud. In this chapter, we consider the dynamic and
distributed properties of Cloud environments to evaluate applications which will be
discussed in detail in the following.
Dynamic. Cloud computing environments are highly dynamic and unpredictable [85]
due to several reasons. To mention a few, 1) resource management (e.g., virtual machine
(VM) migration, VM consolidation) is highly dynamic to properly meet the elasticity
requirements imposed by available pay-as-you-go pricing models [86]; 2)fault tolerance
strategies, which imply the possibility of system accommodation to faults arising in the
course of operation [87], should have dynamic features [88]; 3) introducing new laws
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and regulations (e.g., security and privacy regulations), standards (e.g., REST, SOAP), ser-
vices, and updates increase the dynamicity of Cloud environments; 4) service level agree-
ments (SLAs) can change frequently, according to changes in the quality of services
(QoSs) (e.g., response time, real-time throughput [89]), guaranteed by Cloud providers,
penalty mechanisms when SLA is violated, service price). Therefore, the dynamic na-
ture of Cloud environments implies that applications need to be flexible enough to
properly accommodate themselves to variant changes in such environments. Therefore,
applications that are not properly configurable and customizable cannot run effectively
in Cloud environments [9].
Distributed. The essence of Cloud computing technology is inherited from distributed
computing [90]. Distributed Cloud data centers across the world include many com-
puting physical machines [91] [92]. Also, thanks to the virtualization technology, each
physical machine can host several VMs, each with possibly different characteristics
(e.g., CPU rates, memory, price). Therefore, considering the distributed nature of Cloud
environments, applications are usually distributed across several VMs [93] and even
several Cloud providers [94]. In addition, in some outsourcing scenarios, applications
are needed properly distributed across public and private Clouds [95]. That is, some
applications’ components are needed to be executed locally, while other ones should be
executed on the Cloud. Therefore, applications are required to be properly decompos-
able into smaller parts with separate functionalities to be efficiently distributed across
Cloud environments.
Considering the second objective of this thesis to support users in selecting suitable
Cloud plans for applications, we need to, first, evaluate applications to see to what ex-
tent they can be easily moved to the Cloud. Otherwise, even selecting suitable Cloud
plans for applications would not be efficient, and as a result, it might hinder further
Cloud computing adoption. In this chapter, we provide an approach aimed at evalu-
ating the modularity of applications to estimate to what degree they are ready to be
moved to the Cloud w.r.t. their change adaptability and/or decomposability. In fact,
modular applications, due to having functional independent components (i.e., compo-
nents with “single-minded” function and “aversion” to excessive communication with
other components [10]), are properly reconfigurable and distributable. In the following
sections, we present our proposed method for evaluating the modularity of applica-
tions in detail.
3.1.1 chapter outline
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 provides some basic concepts on the
problem and its definition. Section 3.3 presents our approach for the defined problem.
Finally, we provide chapter summary and concluding remarks in Section 3.4.
3.2 basic concepts and problem definition
To evaluate modularity for an application App, we consider a bottom-up approach.
That is, we estimate the modularity of application App, first, at micro (component)
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level, denoted as Q(c), and then, at macro (system) level, denoted as Q(s). Applica-
tion App includes a set E(c) = {e(c), . . . , e(c)n } of component-level entities (e.g., Ec =
{e
(c)
1 , e
(c)
2 , e
(c)
3 } in our running example). Each component-level entity e
(c)
i ∈ E(c),
which hereafter simply called component, is composed of h classes maintained in a
class set Ci = {ci,1, . . . , ci,h}.
As the first step to estimate the modularity of application App, it is important to
consider necessary modularity attributes, according to the context of problem (e.g,
application type, QoS guarantees). Such attributes are maintained in an attribute set
A = {a1, . . . ,am} (e.g., A = {Coupling,Cohesion,Size} in our running example). We note
that in the literature, coupling, cohesion, and size are known as three main modularity
attributes, which as a result, are suitable candidates to be considered for the set A of
attributes in our running example. In the following, we will present these attributes in
more detail.
• Coupling. This attribute is defined as a measure of interconnection among the
components of application [10]. Higher coupling values for an application reflects
a greater difficulty to change its components because a change in one component
may have an impact on other components that are coupled to it [22]. Moreover, a
high coupling for an application indicates its low efficiency when it is distributed
across Cloud environments due to the tight dependency between its components.
Therefore, coupling is considered as an attribute with a negative impact on mod-
ularity.
• Cohesion. This attribute is defined as a measure of the degree to which a compo-
nent focuses on just one single task [10]. High cohesion for an application reflects
the suitable division of functionalities among components, and as a result, proper
change flexibility and decomposability in dynamic Cloud environments. There-
fore, cohesion is considered as an attribute with a positive impact on modularity.
• Size. This attribute is one of the common indicators for maintenance effort and
re-configurability [96]. In fact, high size for an application reflects its high com-
plexity when it is re-configured. Therefore, application size is considered as an
attribute with a negative impact on modularity.
Also, for each attribute a ∈ A, some metrics are considered both at component
level and at system level, which respectively maintained in a component metric set
M(c) = {m
(c)
1 , . . . ,m
(c)
p } and a system metric set M(s) = {m
(s)
1 , . . . ,m
(s)
q }. Figure 3.1
shows a classification for modularity evaluation in our running example which clearly
shows the considered attributes and their associated metrics. We note that modularity
attributes and metrics can be defined considering several parameters such as appli-
cation architecture (e.g., peer-to-peer, client-server), application type (e.g., real-time,
web-based), and the execution context of application (Cloud service change rate, the
level of application distribution), etc. by referring to existing guidelines and classifica-
tions (e.g., [31], [32]). Figure 3.2, inspired from [21], shows the static relation between
modularity and the associated attributes in the set A of attributes as well as the re-
spective metrics in the sets of component metrics M(c) and system metrics M(s). In
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Figure 3.1: Example of modularity evaluation classification
Figure 3.2: Modularity evaluation meta-model
our running example, the sets of component metric and system metric respectively are
M(c) = {CBC,NOC,LCOM,LOC,NOA} and M(s) = {CBS,NUS}, as depicted in Table 3.1
and Table 3.2. We will discuss about these metrics later in this chapter (see Section 3.3),
in more detail.
Figure 3.3, inspired from [21], shows our two-level modularity evaluation model in
our running example. We note that, according to Figure 3.3, we consider component-
level modularityQ(c) as an external metric for system-level modularity. The motivation
behind such consideration lies in providing more flexibility in evaluating system-level
modularity. In fact, when the whole application is moved to the Cloud, micro-level
modularity may not have a high relevance in evaluating change flexibility and/or de-
composability as we are more focused on the evaluation of application-level modu-
larity by considering system-level entities and their associated metrics. Therefore, by
considering component-level modularity as a metric for system-level modularity, we
can manage its impact on system-level modularity.
Also, not all metrics in the sets of component metrics M(c) and system metrics M(s)
can be assumed to be equally important for modularity evaluation. For example, metric
CBC can have a higher importance compared to NOC and LOC. To express the impor-
tance/relevance of each component-level metric m(c)j ∈ M(c) and system-level metric
m
(s)
j ∈ M(s), they are associated with a weight, where higher weights model higher
importance/relevance of the metric for modularity evaluation. Formally, component
metric set M(c) and system metric set M(s) are associated with a component-level weight
vector W(c)[1, . . . , |M(c)|] and a system-level weight vector W(s)[1, . . . , |M(s)|+ 1], respec-
tively, where W(c)[j] and W(s)[k] are the weights of metrics m(c)[j] and m(s)[k], re-
spectively. To enable comparison among component metric weights and system metric
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Figure 3.3: Two-level modularity evaluation model
M(c) Impact on Modularity
Coupling
Coupling Between Components (CBC) [97] Negative
Number Of Children (NOC) [24] Negative
Cohesion Lack of COhesion in Methods (LCOM) [24] [27] Negative
Size
Lines Of Code (LOC) [98] Negative
Number Of Attributes (NOA) [99] Negative
Table 3.1: Example of component metric set M(c)
M(s) Impact on Modularity
Coupling Coupling Between Servers (CBS) Negative
Size Number of Usecases for a Service (NUS) Negative
Table 3.2: Example of system metric set M(s)
weights, we assume that vectors W(c) and W(s) are normalized (i.e.,
|M(c)|∑
j=1
W(c)[j] = 1
and
|M(s)|+1∑
k=1
W(s)[k] = 1). We note that, as we discussed before, we consider modularity
at component level as a metric for system-level modularity. Therefore, W(s)[|M(s)|+ 1]
represents the weight of component-level modularityQ(c). Table 3.3 shows component-
level weight vector W(c) = [0.40, 0.05, 0.20, 0.05, 0.30] and system-level weight vector
W(s) = [0.50, 0.30, 0.20]. For example, W(c) states that metrics NOC and LOC have the
same relative importance (0.05 each), while metric CBC is more relevant (0.40). Also,
W(s)[3] = 0.20 represents the weight of component-level modularity Q(c) in evaluating
system-level modularity.
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W(c)
CBC 0.40
NOC 0.05
LCOM 0.20
LOC 0.05
NOA 0.30
W(s)
CBS 0.50
NUS 0.30
Q(c) 0.20
Table 3.3: Example of component-level weight vector W(c) and system-level weight vector
W(s)
3.3 proposed approach for modularity evaluation
In [20], a method is proposed to estimate software quality attributes (e.g., maintainabil-
ity), considering their associated quality characteristics (e.g., correctability, testability),
each with respective metrics (e.g., fault rate and required effort for testability) [21] [33].
Based on [20], in [21], a solution is proposed for evaluating the modularity of an ap-
plication, considering only maintainability and re-usability, as modularity attributes.
Inspired from these works, our proposed method, first, estimates modularity at com-
ponent level Q(c) (see Section 3.3.1), and then, at system level Q(s) (see Section 3.3.2).
We note that a higher modularity for an application reflects its higher change flexibility
and/or decomposability, and as a result, its higher efficiency when it is moved to the
Cloud w.r.t. the dynamic and distributed properties of Cloud environments.
3.3.1 modularity evaluation at component level
Figure 3.4, which is an extended version of Figure 1. in [100], shows a class diagram
associated with application App as well as its comprised components. To estimate
component-level modularity Q(c), for each component e(c)i ∈ E(c), we need to mea-
sure the values of metrics in component metric set M(c), associated with modularity
attributes in attribute set A = {Coupling,Cohesion,Size}. To enable comparison between
all measured metric values at component level, we normalize them. Formally, suppose
that v(c)i [j] is the raw value of metric m
(c)
j ∈M(c) for component e(c)i ∈ E(c). Then, the
associated normalized value V(c)i [j] is calculated as:
V
(c)
i [j] =

v
(c)
i [j]−vmin
vmax−vmin
, if v(c)i [j] 6= vmin ∧ v(c)i [j] 6= vmax
0, if v(c)i [j] = vmin
1, if v(c)i [j] = vmax
(3.1)
where vmin and vmax are the minimum and maximum raw values of m
(c)
j ∈ M(c)
for component e(c)i ∈ E(c), respectively. Normalized values V(c)i [j] for component
e
(c)
i ∈ E(c) are maintained in a normalized component-level vector V(c)i [1, . . . , |M(c)|].
Also, if each metric m(c)j ∈M(c) at component level has a negative impact on modular-
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ity, the associated normalized measured value V(c)i [j] is subtracted from 1. Therefore,
the value V(c)i [j] of metric m
(c)
j ∈ M(c) with a negative impact on modularity for
component e(c)i ∈ E(c) is defined as:
V
(c)
i [j] =
1−V
(c)
i [j], if m
(c)
j has a negative impact on modularity
V
(c)
i [j], otherwise
(3.2)
where such values V(c)i [j] of metrics for component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c) are maintained in a
component-level vector V(c)i [1, . . . , |M
(c)|]. Back to our running example, considering Ta-
ble 3.1, metrics associated with Coupling and Size attributes (CBC, NOC, LOC, NOA,
CBS, NUS), have negative impacts on modularity. Therefore, their associated normal-
ized metric values are subtracted from 1 (see Sections 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.1.3). Also, metrics
associated with Cohesion attribute (e.g., tight class cohesion (TCC), loose class cohesion
(LCC) [101], and Class Cohesion (CC) [102]) have positive impact on modularity. How-
ever, in our running example, metric LCOM, as its name clearly states, measures the
lack of cohesion for a component, and thus, has a negative impact on modularity. As
a result, the normalized measured values of LCOM metric are subtracted from 1 (see
Section 3.3.1.2).
Also, the overall value V(c)[j] of metric m(c)j ∈ M(c) is calculated as the average of
the values V(c)i [j] of metric m
(c)
j measured for each component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c), that is:
V(c)[j] =
|E(c)|∑
i=1
V
(c)
i [j]
|E(c)|
(3.3)
where such overall values for component-level metrics are maintained in a overall
component-level vector V(c)[1, . . . , |M(c)|]. In the following, we will present our approach
for the evaluation of component-level modularity.
3.3.1.1 evaluation of component-level coupling metrics
Let us start with the evaluation of component-level metrics associated with attribute
coupling. To do so, considering Figure 3.1, we need to evaluate CBN and NOC metrics
which is presented in detail in the following.
Coupling Between Components (CBC). This metric is considered detrimental to mod-
ular design [103] which indicates the degree of mutual interdependence between com-
ponents. Therefore, the more the coupling between components is less, the more they
are modular, and consequently, the easier they are to change and decompose. Met-
ric CBC measures, for a component, the number of other components that are cou-
pled with the component. To measure the value of this metric, we use a metric called
coupling between objects (CBO) [23] which measures, for a class, the number of non-
inheritance relations with other classes [104]. An object of a class is coupled to another
class if methods or instance associated with the class are used by the other one [97].
Then, we define CBC for a component as the sum of coupling CBO between the classes
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Figure 3.4: Class diagram and component architecture for application App
of component. Formally, suppose that, CBOi,j denotes the coupling CBO between class
ci,j ∈ Ci in component e(c)i and classes in other components E(c)\{e(c)i }. Then, the raw
CBC value CBCi of component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c) is measured as follows:
CBCi =
|Ci|∑
j=1
CBOi,j (3.4)
Back to our running example, considering Figure 3.4, Table 3.4 shows the raw value
e
(c)
i , normalized value V
(c)
i [CBC], the value V
(c)
i [CBC] of metric CBC for each com-
ponent e(c)i ∈ E(c), and the associated overall value V(c)[CBC]. For example, consid-
ering component e(c)2 ∈ E(c) and the associated classes (Order and OrderItem), the
values of metric CBO for classes Order and OrderItem are CBO
e
(c)
2 ,Order
= 1 (due to
coupling between class Order and Class Customer in component e(c)1 ∈ E(c)) and
CBO
e
(c)
2 ,OrderItem
= 1 (due to coupling between class OrderItem and class Product in
component e(c)3 ∈ E(c)), respectively. Therefore, according to Formula 3.4, the raw
value CBC2 of metric CBC for component c2 ∈ E(c) is calculated as 1+ 1 = 2 which
is the maximum metric CBC value among other components in E(c). Therefore, the
normalized value V(c)2 [CBC] of metric CBC for component e
(c)
2 ∈ E(c) is equal to 1,
according to Formula 3.1. Moreover, since metric CBC has a negative impact on mod-
ularity, to measure the value V(c)i [CBC] of metric CBC for component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c), the
associated normalized value V(c)i [CBC] is subtracted from 1 (see Section 3.3.1.1 and
Formula 3.2). Therefore, considering component e(c)2 ∈ E(c), V(c)2 [CBC] = 1− 1 = 0.
Also, according to Formula 3.3, the overall value V(c)[CBC] of metric CBC is calculated
as 1+0+1/3 = 0.666.
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CBCi V
(c)
i [CBC] V
(c)
i [CBC] V
(c)[CBC]
c1 1 0 1
0.666c2 2 1 0
c3 1 0 1
Table 3.4: Raw values CBCi, normalized values V
(c)
i [CBC], values V
(c)
i [CBC] of metric CBC
for each component e(c)i ∈ E(c), and associated overall value V(c)[CBC]
NOCi V
(c)
i [NOC] V
(c)
i [NOC] V
(c)[NOC]
c1 2 0.66 0.34
0.673c2 0 0 1
c3 3 1 0
Table 3.5: Raw values NOCi, normalized valuesV
(c)
i [NOC], values V
(c)
i [NOC] of NOC metric
for each component e(c)i ∈ E(c), and associated overall value V(c)[NOC]
Number Of Children (NOC). This metric measures, for a component, the total number
of classes inherited from other classes in the component. As the number of the children
of a class grows, increasing the number of methods and instance variables that the
class is coupled to them is more probable [105]. Therefore, the more the number of
the children of a class is, the less it is flexible to change. To evaluate metric NOC at
component-level, we consider class-level NOC which measures, for a class, the number
of classes inherited from the class. Then, the value of metric NOC at component level is
measured as the sum of class-level NOC values. Formally, suppose thatNOCi,j denotes
the value of metric NOC for class ci,j in component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c). Then, the raw value
NOCi of metric NOC for component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c) is measured as follows:
NOCi =
|Ci|∑
j=1
NOCi,j (3.5)
Back to our running example, considering Figure 3.4, Table 3.5 shows the raw value
NOCi, normalized value V
(c)
i [NOC], the value V
(c)
i [NOC] of NOC metric for each
component e(c)i ∈ E(c), and the associated overall value V(c)[NOC]. For example, con-
sidering component e(c)1 ∈ E(c), the values of metric NOC for classes Customer, Person,
and Company are NOC
e
(c)
1 ,Customer
= 2,NOC
e
(c)
1 ,Person
= 0, and NOC
e
(c)
1 ,Company
= 0, re-
spectively. Therefore, according to Formula 3.5, the raw value NOC1 of metric NOC
for component e(c)1 ∈ E(c) is 2+ 0+ 0 = 2. Also, according to Formula 3.1, the asso-
ciated normalized value V(c)1 [NOC] = 2−0/3 = 0.66. Since metric NOC has a negative
impact on modularity, to measure the value V(c)1 [NOC] of metric NOC for component
e
(c)
i ∈ E(c), the associated normalized value V(c)i [NOC] is subtracted from 1. There-
fore, considering component e(c)1 ∈ E(c), V(c)1 [NOC] = 1− 0.66 = 0.34. Also, the overall
value V(c)[NOC] of metric NOC is calculated as 0.34+1+0/3 = 0.673.
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3.3.1.2 evaluation of component-level cohesion metrics
In this section, we consider the evaluation of component-level metrics associated with
attribute cohesion. To do so, considering Figure 3.1, we need to measure the value of
LCOM metric which is presented in the following.
Lack of COhesion in Methods (LCOM). To evaluate this metric, we first consider
class-level LCOM which measures how well the methods of a class are related to each
other [106]. The value LCOMi,j of metric LCOM for class ci,j in component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c)
is defined as [24]:
LCOMi,j =
|P|− |Q|, if |P| > |Q|
0, otherwise.
where Q is the set of the pairs of methods sharing at least one used instance variable
and P is the set of the pairs of methods that do not share any used instance variables.
Considering a class, the more the value of metric LCOM is, the more the class is com-
plex and less cohesive. We note that the value of metric LCOM is undefined for classes
with no or only one method [107] and for classes with no instance variables [102].
Example. Class Order in component e(c)2 ∈ E(c) has 6 methods including, createOrder,
setDeliveryDate, setShippingCost, setTotalCost, editOrder, and checkOut. There are 4 pairs
of methods that at least share one instance variable with other methods in class Order,
maintained in set Q.
Q = {(createOrder,setDeliveryDate),(createOrder,setShippingCost),
(setDeliveryDate,setShippingCost),(editOrder,checkOut)}
For example, methods createOrder and setDeliveryDate share one instance variable (Cus-
tomerID). Also, there are 11 pairs of methods that do not share any instance variable
which are maintained in set P as follows.
P = {(createOrder,setTotalCost),(createOrder,editOrder),(setDeliveryDate,
setTotalCost),(setDeliveryDate,editOrder),(setShippingCost,setTotalCost),
(setShippingCost,editOrder),(setTotalCost,editOrder),(createOrder,checkOut),
(setDeliveryDate,checkOut),(setShippingCost,checkOut),(setTotalCost,checkOut)}
Therefore, |Q| = 4 and |P| = 11. As a result, the value LCOMc2,Order of metric LCOM
for class Order in component e(c)2 ∈ E(c) is equal to |P|− |Q| = 11− 4 = 7.
Then, the raw value of metric LCOM for a component can be measured as the sum
of the values LCOMi,j of metric LCOM for each class ci,j in component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c).
Formally, suppose that, LCOMi,j denotes the value of metric LCOM for class ci,j in
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ci,j |P| |Q| LCOMi,j LCOMi V(c)i [LCOM] V
(c)
i [LCOM] V
(c)[LCOM]
c1 Customer 2 4 0 0 0 1
0.666
c2
Order 11 4 7
7 1 0
OrderItem 0 3 0
c3
Product 0 1 0
1 0 1
Clothing 1 0 1
Table 3.6: LCOM values LCOMi,j for each class ci,j in component ci ∈ C, raw values LCOMi,
normalized values V(c)i [LCOM], values V
(c)
i [LCOM] of metric LCOM for each com-
ponent e(c)i ∈ E(c), and associated overall value V(c)[LCOM]
component e(c)i ∈ E(c). Then, the raw value LCOMi of metric LCOM for component
e
(c)
i ∈ E(c) can be measured as:
LCOMi =
|Ci|∑
j=1
LCOMi,j (3.6)
Back to our running example, considering Figure 3.4, Table 3.6 shows the value
LCOMi,j of metric LCOM for each class ci,j ∈ Ci in component e(c)i ∈ E(c). Also, it
shows the raw value LCOMi, normalized value V
(c)
i [LCOM], the value V
(c)
i [LCOM]
of metric LCOM, for each component e(c)i ∈ E(c), and the associated overall value
V(c)[LCOM]. For example, considering component e(c)2 ∈ E(c), the values LCOMe(c)2 ,Order,
LCOM
e
(c)
2 ,OrderItem
of metric LCOM for classes Order and OrderItem are 7 and 0, respec-
tively. Therefore, according to Formula 3.6, the raw value LCOM2 of metric LCOM for
component e(c)2 ∈ E(c) is 7+ 0 = 7. Also, the associated normalized valueV(c)2 [LCOM]
is equal to 1, according to Formula 3.1. Since metric LCOM has a negative impact
on modularity, to measure the value V(c)i [LCOM] of metric LCOM for each compo-
nent e(c)i ∈ E(c), the associated normalized value V(c)i [LCOM] is subtracted from
1. Therefore, for component e(c)2 ∈ E(c), V(c)2 [LCOM] = 1 − 1 = 0. Also, accord-
ing to Formula 3.3, the overall value V(c)[LCOM] for metric LCOM is calculated as
1+0+1/3 = 0.666. We note that, as we mentioned before, metric LCOM is not defined
for classes with no or only one method as well as classes with no instance variables.
Therefore, considering our running example, we did not include these classes (i.e., Com-
pany, Person, Grocery, Electronic) in Table 3.6, for the sake of brevity.
3.3.1.3 evaluation of component-level size metrics
In this section, we consider the evaluation of component-level metrics associated with
attribute size. To do so, considering Figure 3.1, we need to measure the values of met-
rics LOC and NOA which is presented in the following.
Lines Of Code (LOC). This metric counts, for a class, all code lines, excluding blank
and comment ones [27]. Then, the value of metric LOC for a component can be ob-
tained as the sum of the values of metric LOC measured for classes in the component.
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ci,j LOCi,j LOCi V
(c)
i [LOC] V
(c)
i [LOC] V
(c)[LOC]
c1
Customer 250
290 0 1
0.545
Company 30
Person 10
c2
Order 800
1100 1 0
OrderItem 300
c3
Product 500
585 0.364 0.636
Electronic 20
Grocery 20
Clothing 45
Table 3.7: LOC values LOCi,j for each class ci,j in component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c), raw values LOCi,
normalized values V(c)i [LOC], values V
(c)
i [LOC] of metric LOC for each component
e
(c)
i ∈ E(c), and associated overall value V(c)[LOC]
Formally, suppose that, LOCi,j denotes the value of metric LOC for class ci,j in compo-
nent e(c)i ∈ E(c). Then, the raw value LOCi of metric LOC for component e(c)i ∈ E(c)
can be measured as:
LOCi =
|Ci|∑
j=1
LOCi,j (3.7)
Back to our running example, considering Figure 3.4, Table 3.7 shows the values
LOCi,j of metric LOC for each class ci,j ∈ Ci in component e(c)i ∈ E(c). Also, it shows
the raw values LOCi, normalized values V
(c)
i [LOC], the value V
(c)
i [LOC] of metric
LOC for each component e(c)i ∈ E(c), and the associated overall value V(c)[LOC]. For
example, component e(c)2 ∈ E(c) includes two classes namely, Order and OrderItemID.
The values LOC
e
(c)
2 ,Order
, LOC
e
(c)
2 ,OrderItem
of metric NOC are 800 and 300, respectively.
Therefore, according to Formula 3.7, the raw value LOC2 of metric LOC for compo-
nent e(c)2 ∈ E(c) is 800+ 300 = 1100. Then, according to Formula 3.1, the associated
normalized value V(c)2 [LOC] = 1. Also, since metric LOC has a negative impact on
modularity, to measure the value V(c)i [LOC] of metric LOC, the associated normal-
ized value V(c)i [LOC] is subtracted from 1. Therefore, for component e
(c)
2 ∈ E(c),
V
(c)
2 [LOC] = 1− 1 = 0. Also, according to Formula 3.3, the overall value V
(c)[LOC]
for metric LOC is calculated as 1+0+0.636/3 = 0.545.
Number OF Operations (NOA). This metric, at class level, measures the number of
attributes in a class. Then, the value of NOA metric for a component can be measured
as the sum the values of metric NOA for classes in the component. Formally, suppose
that, NOAi,j denotes the value of NOA metric for class ci,j in component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c).
Then, the raw value NOAi of metric NOA for component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c) can be calculated
as:
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ci,j NOAi,j NOAi V
(c)
i [NOA] V
(c)
i [NOA] V
(c)[NOA]
c1
Customer 6
9 0 1
0.666
Company 2
Person 1
c2
Order 7
13 1 0
OrderItem 6
c3
Product 5
9 0 1
Electronic 1
Grocery 1
Clothing 2
Table 3.8: NOA values NOAi,j for each class ci,j in component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c), raw values NOAi,
normalized values V(c)i [NOA], values V
(c)
i [NOA] of metric NOA for each compo-
nent e(c)i ∈ E(c), and associated overall value V(c)[NOA]
NOAi =
|Ci|∑
j=1
NOAi,j (3.8)
Back to our running example, considering Figure 3.4, Table 3.8 shows the values
NOAi,j of metric NOA for each class ci,j in component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c). Also, it shows the
raw values NOAi, the normalized values V
(c)
i [NOA], the values V
(c)
i [NOA] of metric
NOA for each component e(c)i ∈ E(c), and the associated overall value V(c)[NOA]. For
example, component e(c)2 ∈ E(c) includes two classes namely, Order and OrderItemID.
The values NOA
e
(c)
2 ,Order
, NOA
e
(c)
2 ,OrderItem
of metric NOA are 7 and 6, respectively.
Therefore, according to Formula 3.8, the raw value NOA2 of metric NOA for com-
ponent e(c)2 ∈ E(c) is 7+ 6 = 13. Also, the associated normalized value V(c)2 [NOA] = 1,
according to Formula 3.1. Since metric NOA has a negative impact on modularity, to
measure the value V(c)i [NOA] of metric NOA for component e
(c)
i ∈ E(c), the associated
normalized value V(c)i [NOA] is subtracted from 1. Therefore, considering component
e
(c)
2 ∈ E(c), V(c)2 [NOA] = 1− 1 = 0, according to Formula 3.2. Also, according to For-
mula 3.3, the overall value V(c)[NOA] for metric NOA is calculated as 1+0+1/3 = 0.666.
3.3.1.4 measuring component-level modularity
We have measured, so far, the values of each component-level metric m(c)j ∈ M(c) for
each component e(c)i ∈ E(c). Now, considering component-level weight vector W(c),
we evaluate modularity 0 6 Q(c)[i] 6 1 at component level as:
Q(c) =
|M(c)|∑
j=1
V(c)[j] ·W(c)[j] (3.9)
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Back to our running example, considering component-level weight vector W(c) =
[0.40, 0.05, 0.20, 0.05, 0.30] and overall component-level vector V(c) = [0.666, 0.673, 0.666,
0.545, 0.666], according to Formula 3.9, component-level modularity Q(c) for applica-
tion App is calculated as 0.666 · 0.40 + 0.673 · 0.05 + 0.666 · 0.2 + 0.545 · 0.05 + 0.666 ·
0.30 = 0.660.
3.3.2 modularity evaluation at system level
To evaluate modularity at system level, we need to measure the value of each system-
level metric m(s)k ∈M(s) (e.g., M(s) = {CBS,NUS} in our running example). To enable
comparison between measured values for each metric in M(s), we normalize them.
Formally, suppose that E(s)k is the set of system-level entities (e.g., services and servers
in our running example) w.r.t. system-level metric m(s)k ∈ M(s). Also, suppose that,
v
(s)
i [k] is the raw value of system-level metric m
(s)
k ∈ M(s) for system-level entity
ei ∈ E(s)k . Then, the associated normalized value V(s)i [k] of m(s)k for entity ei ∈ E(s)k is
calculated as:
V
(s)
i [j] =

v
(s)
i [k]−vmin
vmax−vmin
, if v(s)i [k] 6= vmin ∧ v(s)i [k] 6= vmax
0, if v(s)i [k] = vmin
1, if v(s)i [k] = vmax
(3.10)
where vmin and vmax are minimum and maximum raw values of metric m
(s)
k ∈M(s)
for system-level entity e(s)i ∈ E(s)k , respectively. Normalized measured values V(s)i [k]
for entity e(s)i ∈ E(s)k are maintained in a normalized system-level vectorV(s)i [1, . . . , |M(s)|].
Also, if system-level metric m(s)k ∈M(s) has a negative impact on modularity, to mea-
sure the value V(s)i [k] of metric m
(s)
k for entity e
(s)
i ∈ E(s)k , the associated normalized
measured value V(s)i [k] is subtracted from 1. That is:
V
(s)
i [k] =
1−V
(s)
i [k], if m
(s)
k has a negative impact on modularity
V
(s)
i [k], otherwise
(3.11)
where such values are maintained in a system-level vector V(s)i [1, . . . , |M
(s)|]. Back to our
running example, both metrics (i.e., CBS and NUS) in the set M(s) of system metrics
have negative impacts on modularity as they are associated with Coupling and Size
attributes, respectively (see Figure 3.1). Therefore, to evaluate the modularity of system-
level entities w.r.t. CBS and NUS, their associated normalized values are subtracted
from 1. Also, the overall value V(s)[k] of metricm(s)k ∈M(s) is calculated as the average
of the values V(s)i [k] of metric m
(s)
k ∈ M(s), measured for each system-level entity
e
(s)
i ∈ E(s)k , that is:
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Figure 3.5: Deployment diagram associated with application App
CBSi V
(s)
i [CBS] V
(s)
i [CBS] V
(s)[CBS]
Web Server 1 0 1
0.750
Application Server 3 1 0
Cache Server 1 0 1
Database Server 1 0 1
Table 3.9: Raw values CBSi, normalized values V
(s)
i [CBS], values V
(s)
i [CBS] of metric CBS for
each server e(s)i ∈ ECBS, and associated overall value V(s)[CBS]
V(s)[k] =
|Ek|∑
i=1
V
(s)
i [k]
|Ek|
(3.12)
where such overall values are maintained in a overall system-level vector V(s)[1, . . . , |M(s)|+
1]. We note that, as we discussed in Section 3.2, we consider component-level modular-
ity Q(c) as a metric for evaluating modularity at system level. Therefore, V(s)[|M(s)|+
1] in overall system-level vector is component-level modularity Q(c). In the following,
we will present our approach for evaluating the values of system-level metrics.
Coupling Between Servers (CBS). This metric, which can be the extension of CBN met-
ric in [20], measures coupling between servers including physical and virtual servers.
Considering the set E(s)CBS = {Web server,Cache server,Application Server,Database Server}
of system-level entities w.r.t. metric CBS in our running example, Figure 3.5 depicts
relations between servers in application App in a deployment diagram. The raw value
CBSi of metric CBS for a server e
(s)
i ∈ E(s)CBS can be measured as the sum of connections
between server ei and other servers in deployment diagram associated with the as-
sessed application. For example, as depicted in Table 3.9, the raw value CBSApplication Server
of metric CBS for server Application Server is equal to 3 as it is coupled to three other
servers including, Web Server, Cache Server, and Database Server. Moreover, considering
Formula 3.10, the associated normalized value V(s)Application Server[CBS] is equal to 1. Also,
since metric CBS has a negative impact on modularity, to measure the value V(s)i [CBS]
of metric CBS for server e(s)i ∈ E(s)CBS, the associated normalized value V(s)i [CBS] is
subtracted from 1, according to Formula 3.11. For example, considering server Applica-
tion Server, V(s)Applciation Server[CBS] = 0. Also, according to Formula 3.12, the overall value
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NUSi V
(s)
i [NUS] V
(s)
i [NUS] V
(s)[NUS]
View 15 1 0
0.612
Stock Management 2 0.071 0.928
User Management 2 0.071 0.928
Authentication 1 0 1
Order Management 11 0.714 0.286
Repository 12 0.785 0.215
Payment 2 0.071 0.928
Table 3.10: Raw values NUSi, normalized values V
(s)
i [NUS], and values V
(s)
i [NUS] of metric
NUS for each service e(s)i ∈ ENUS, and associated overall value V(s)[NUS]
V(s)[CBS] of metric CBS is 1+0+1+1/4 = 0.750.
Number of Use-cases for a Service (NUS). This metric is proposed, to the best of our
knowledge, for the first time. It measures, for a service, the total number of usecases
handled by the service. The more the value of metric NUS for a service is, the more the
service is complex, and as a result, the less it is modular. Back to our running example,
to measure the value of metric NUS for each service in the set E(s)NUS = {View,Stock
Management,User Management,Authentication,Order Management,Repository,Payment} of
system-level entities w.r.t. metric NUS, we consider sequence diagram associated with
application App as depicted in Figure 3.6. Considering a service, we define a use-case
as a message that the service is received from other services, including itself, in se-
quence diagram associated with the assessed application. For example, considering
Figure 3.6, the raw value NUSStock Management of metric NUS for service Stock Manage-
ment is equal to 2 because there are two massages received by service Stock Manage-
ment (Manage Add Product, Manage View Stock Information Request). Table 3.10 shows the
raw values NUSi, normalized values V
(s)
i [NUS], values V
(s)
i [NUS] of metric NUS for
each service e(s)i ∈ E(s)NUS, and the associated overall value V(s)[NUS]. For example,
considering service Order Management, the raw value NUSOrder Management of metric NUS
is equal to 11 as there are 11 usecases for this service. Also, the associated normal-
ized value V(s)Order Management[NUS] is equal to 0.714, according to Formula 3.10. More-
over, since metric NUS has a negative impact on modularity, to measure the value
V
(s)
i [NUS] of NUS metric for service e
(s)
i ∈ E(s)NUS, the associated normalized value
V
(s)
i [NUS] is subtracted from 1. For example, considering service Order Management,
V
(s)
Order Management[NUS] = 1− 0.714 = 0.286. Also, according to Formula 3.12, the l value
V(s)[NUS] of metric CBS is 0+0.928+0.928+1+0.286+0.215+0.928/7 = 0.612.
Therefore, overall system-level vector in our running example is V(s) = [0.750, 0.612,
0.660] which, for instance, V(s)[3] = 0.660 represents component-level modularity Q(c)
(see Section 3.3.1.4). Then, considering overall system-level vector V(s) and system-
level weight vector W(s) (see Table 3.3), we can evaluate the value 0 6 Q(s) 6 1 of
modularity at system level, according to the following formula:
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Figure 3.6: Sequence diagram associated with application App
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Q(s) =
|M(s)|+1∑
k=1
V(s)[k] ·W(s)[k] (3.13)
Higher values for Q(s) indicate higher levels of modularity for the assessed ap-
plication. Back to our running example, considering V(s) = [0.750, 0.612, 0.660] and
W(s) = [0.50, 0.30, 0.20], system-level modularity Q(s) for application App is calculated
as 0.750 · 0.50 + 0.612 · 0.30 + 0.660 · 0.20 = 0.690. Considering the modularity of an
application, there are two possible options for the application that is not ready to be
moved to the Cloud, w.r.t. change flexibility and/or distributability: i) if the cost of the
reconfiguration of application is affordable for the application owner, it can be reconfig-
ured by application developers to improve the modularity of application; ii) otherwise,
moving the application to the Cloud is ignored. Such investigation, which is beyond
the objectives of our study presented in this chapter, can be considered as a future line
of research.
3.4 chapter summary
In this chapter, we provided a solution to estimate the modularity of an application to
see to what extent it can be easily moved to the Cloud, w.r.t. change flexibility and/or
decomposability. To do so, we considered a “bottom-up” approach which evaluates
modularity, first, at component-level, and then, at system-level. We note that we pro-
vided a generic classification including attributes that are considered important for
an application, together with their associated metrics. Such classification notably im-
proves the flexibility of solution as attributes and metrics for modularity evaluation can
be selected based on several considered parameters (e.g., application type, application
architecture, the execution context of the application on the Cloud). Also, apart from
using well-known attributes and metrics for evaluating modularity, we proposed a new
system-level size metric which measures the total number of use-cases for a service.
4
C O N S E N S U S - B A S E D C L O U D P L A N S E L E C T I O N
An important task when an application is moved to the Cloud is finding a Cloud plan,
among those available ones offered by a (set of) Cloud provider(s), according to the
requirements of an application and the characteristics of available Cloud plans. Also,
if a user wishes to move multiple applications, at the same time, to the Cloud, plan
selection can be even more complicated by the fact that different applications can have
different (and possibly contrasting) requirements.
This chapter defines an approach enabling users to select a Cloud plan that best
balances the satisfaction of the requirements of multiple applications. Our solution op-
erates by first ranking the available plans for each application (matching plan character-
istics and application requirements) and then by selecting, through a consensus-based
process, the one that is considered more acceptable for all applications.
4.1 introduction
Cloud computing represents today the reference paradigm for deploying applications
and for storing, managing, and processing large amounts of data. Thanks to the ad-
vantages in providing an illusion of an infinite amount of resources by offering cost-
effective elastic services which are universally accessible on-demand, more and more
private and public organizations as well as individuals are moving their data and ap-
plications to the Cloud [7] [68]. Cloud providers sell Cloud plans that differ in the
services they offer, the quality of services they guarantee, and applied pricing models.
This variety provides great advantages for users, enabling them to choose the plan that
better suits their needs and economical availability.
Moreover, when multiple applications, at the same time, are moved to the Cloud,
the problem of Cloud plan selection can even get more complicated. In fact, each ap-
plication can have a different “ideal” Cloud plan, according to its requirements. For ex-
ample, applications operating with sensitive data will mostly care about security (e.g.,
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encryption algorithms, security auditing), while applications running data-intensive
computations on publicly available or non-confidential data will be more interested in
performance (e.g., CPU and disk speed, network latency). Therefore, since each appli-
cation can have different and possibly contrasting requirements, a single Cloud plan
that satisfies the requirements of all applications might not exist. As a result, the user
needs to properly combine applications’ requirements and choose a plan that satis-
fies them in the best possible way. A naive approach to choose the most suitable plan
would consist in identifying the best plan for each application, and then, selecting the
one chosen by the majority of the applications. However, such an approach would risk
leaving the requirements of some applications completely unsatisfied.
This chapter defines an approach aimed at balancing the satisfaction of requirements
of multiple applications. To this purpose, our solution first produces, for each appli-
cation, a ranking of the available plans according to the requirements of applications.
It then selects the plan that is globally considered the most acceptable by all appli-
cations. To implement these two steps, we put forward the idea of jointly adopting
a multi-criteria decision-making technique (TOPSIS [108]) to rank applications, and a
consensus-based voting technique (Borda count [109]) to choose a plan that is ranked
high by all applications. The combined adoption of these techniques enables the user
to choose a Cloud plan that better balances the requirements of all the applications,
reaching a trade-off among their (possibly contrasting) needs.
4.1.1 chapter outline
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 presents a reference scenario for our
problem together with some basic concepts on the problem. Section 4.3 illustrates an
approach for selecting Cloud plans based on the consensus between the applications
by jointly adopting TOPSIS and Borda Count. Section 4.4 presents a pseudo-code algo-
rithm for our proposed solution. Finally, Section 4.5 presents concluding remarks.
4.2 basic concepts and problem definition
We consider a scenario characterized by a user wishing to outsource to Cloud a set
A = {a1, . . . ,an} of applications. To this aim, she needs to find the most suitable among
a set P = {p1, . . . ,pm} of plans offered by a set of Cloud providers. Each plan p ∈ P
might have different characteristics with respect to a set C = {c1, . . . , cl} of criteria that
the user considers of interest for the set A of applications. For instance, C can include
criteria such as the guaranteed availability, the charged costs, or the security guaran-
teed by the providers. In the definition of C, the user can refer to existing guidelines
and classifications (e.g., [110]), combined with her personal needs.
Since plans in P differ in the characteristics of the offered services, we assume the
user to rate the degree to which a criterion ci ∈ C is “satisfied” by a plan pj ∈ P.
Intuitively, this degree expresses how much the services offered by pj are close to an
ideal scenario that maximizes the satisfaction of ci (e.g., a Cloud provider offering its
services for free would have the maximum rating for the Cost criterion). Each plan pj is
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R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
Availability 0.40 0.50 0.90 0.40 0.20
Performance 0.50 0.60 0.97 0.30 0.30
Security 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.20 0.40
Costs 0.50 0.40 0.10 0.60 0.70
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Backup 0.40 0.60 0.30 0.30 0.20
StorageSpace 0.50 0.30 0.40 0.30 0.20
MobileSupport 0.60 0.80 0.30 0.40 0.50
Table 4.1: Example of rating vectors R1, . . . ,R5
then associated with a rating vector Rj[1, . . . , l], where 0 6 Rj[i] 6 1 represents the rating
of pj with respect to criterion ci, where higher ratings represent better satisfaction of
the criterion. For instance, a plan pj providing more than 10 synchronized replicas,
sophisticated authentication mechanisms and encryption algorithms, high CPU rates
and network bandwidth, but applying expensive price lists, will have a high rating w.r.t.
security, availability, and performance, and a low rating w.r.t. cost. Table 4.1 illustrates
an example of rating vectors R1, . . . ,R5 for plans p1, . . . ,p5 respectively, over different
criteria. For instance, p5 is rated lower for criterion Availability (R5[Availability] = 0.20)
than for criterion Costs (R5[Costs] = 0.70).
The set C of criteria is defined by the user considering all the requirements of all
her applications in A. Indeed, as mentioned in Section 4.1, not all criteria in C may be
relevant to all applications in A. We denote with Ck ⊆ C the set of criteria relevant to
application ak ∈ A. For instance, with reference to our running example, the set C1
of criteria relevant to a1 is C1 = {Availability, Performance, Security, Cost}, and the set
C2 relevant to a2 is C2 = {Backup, StorageSpace, MobileSupport}. Also, given an applica-
tion ak∈ A with its set Ck of relevant criteria, not all criteria ci ∈ Ck can be assumed
to be equally important to ak. For instance, with reference to the example above, a1
might value Security more than Availability. A natural way to express the requirements
of an application ak ∈ A consists in associating a weight to each criterion in Ck. In
fact, this permits to model applications having different (and possibly disjoint) relevant
criteria, with different relevance for different applications. Considering an application
ak∈ A, the importance of each criterion ci ∈ Ck is modeled by associating ci with a
weight, where higher weights model higher importance of the criterion for ak. Formally,
the requirement for an application ak∈ A is expressed as a weight vector Wk[1, . . . , |Ck|],
whereWk[i] represents the weight (i.e., the relative importance) of criterion ci for appli-
cation ak∈ A. To enable comparison among the weights, we assume the weight vectors
to be normalized (i.e.,
∑|Ck|
i=1Wk[i]=1, k = 1, . . . ,n). Table 4.2 illustrates two example of
weight vectors for two applications, a1∈ A and a2∈ A, where C1 = {Availability, Per-
formance, Security, Costs} and C2 = {Backup, StorageSpace, MobileSupport}. For instance,
the weight vector W2 = [0.30, 0.40, 0.30] of application a2∈ A states that criteria Backup
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W1
Availability 0.04
Performance 0.02
Security 0.04
Costs 0.90
W2
Backup 0.30
StorageSpace 0.40
MobileSupport 0.30
Table 4.2: Example of weight vectors for applications a1 and a2 over different criteria
and MobileSupport have the same relative importance (0.30 each), while criterion Stor-
ageSpace is more relevant (0.40).
Given an application ak ∈ A and a set P of plans, the user can identify the plan
p ∈ P that best matches the requirements of ak by using classical multi-criteria deci-
sion making approaches (e.g., [111]). Because of the heterogeneity of the requirements
of the applications, however, the plan maximizing the satisfaction of the requirements
of an application ak∈ A may not be the plan maximizing the satisfaction of the require-
ments of another application ax 6= ak. It would instead be desirable to combine the
requirements of all the applications, to select a plan that satisfies all of them in the best
possible way. A simple solution would choose the plan that better satisfies the majority
of the application requirements. However, such a trivial approach may select a solu-
tion that fully satisfies the requirements of applications A \ {ak} while not satisfying
the requirements of ak at all. This solution might then be considered not desirable as
it would strongly penalize application ak∈ A. To prevent such a situation, we propose
to adopt a consensus-based approach aimed at choosing the plan that balances the
preferences of all the applications, hence enabling the user to determine a solution that
provides a good trade-off in the satisfaction of the requirements of all her applications.
4.3 consensus for cloud plan selection
Our approach to choose the plan that best fits the user requirements operates in two
steps (see Figure 4.1): 1) rank, for each application, the providers on the basis of their
compliance with the application requirements; 2) reach a consensus in the choice of the
provider that better suits the application requirements, based on the rankings obtained
in the first step. In the following, we present our approach, based on TOPSIS for com-
puting rankings, and Borda count for reaching a consensus.
4.3.1 ranking cloud plans for an application
The first step of our solution aims at producing a ranking of the plans in P for each
application ak ∈ A. Such a ranking reflects the satisfaction of the requirements of ak
by the different plans, being the first plan in the ranking the one better satisfying all
the requirements of ak.
To rank the plans for an application, we propose to adopt traditional multi-criteria
decision making (MCDM) techniques. In fact, MCDM approaches effectively identify,
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Figure 4.1: Working of the approach
in a pool of alternative solutions, the one that optimizes a set of objective functions
(i.e., application requirements in our terminology). Among several MCDM techniques,
a possible approach relies on adopting TOPSIS [108] as it showed to provide good re-
sults when applied to Cloud scenarios, traditionally characterized by many alternatives
compared to the number of criteria [112].
Given an application ak ∈ A, a set P of alternative solutions (plans, in our scenario),
a set Ck of criteria relevant to ak, the weights Wk assigned by ak to the criteria in Ck,
and the ratings Rj[i], i = 1, . . . , |Ck|, j = 1, . . . , |P| assigned to plan pj ∈ P for criterion ci,
TOPSIS produces a ranking of the alternatives in P, ordering them according to how
well they satisfy the criteria (from the best to the worst). To produce such a ranking,
TOPSIS evaluates the distance of each plan in P from the ideal and anti-ideal solutions,
ranking higher those plans that are closer to the ideal solution and farthest from the
anti-ideal solution. Intuitively, the ideal solution p+k for ak is a plan (which may not
belong to P) that satisfies in the best possible way all the criteria relevant to ak. On
the contrary, the anti-ideal solution p−k for ak is a plan (which may not belong to P)
that satisfies in the worst possible way the criteria relevant to ak. For each application
ai ∈ Ain A, TOPSIS works in three steps: i) it first computes a weighted decision
matrix, based on weights and ratings; ii) it then identifies the ideal and anti-ideal
solutions; and iii) finally, it ranks the plans based on their distance from the ideal and
anti-ideal solutions.
In the remainder of this section, we illustrate more in details the working of TOP-
SIS in our scenario. For simplicity, in the following, we refer our discussion to one
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p1 p2 p3 p4 p5
Availability 0.40 0.50 0.90 0.40 0.20
Performance 0.50 0.60 0.97 0.30 0.30
Security 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.20 0.40
Costs 0.50 0.40 0.10 0.60 0.70
Table 4.3: Decision matrix R1 for application a1∈ A
application only (ak ∈ A), with the note that the process described is executed for all
applications in A.
Weighted decision matrix. To determine the weighted decision matrix for each appli-
cation ak∈ A, TOPSIS uses a decision matrix Rk, with a row for each criteria c ∈ Ck
and a column for each plan p ∈ P. Basically, the decision matrix for application ak∈ A
is composed of the rating vectors Rj (restricted to the criteria Ck relevant to ak): each
cell Rk[i][j] in the decision matrix represents the rating Rj[i] assigned to plan pj ∈ P,
for criteria ci ∈ Ck. Table 4.3 illustrates the decision matrix for a1, obtained from the
rating vectors in Table 4.1 restricted to the first four criteria (i.e., those relevant for a1).
The original TOPSIS proposal normalizes the decision matrix, to guarantee that values
in different cells can be properly compared. Since the rating values assigned to plans
are already a-dimensional values between 0 and 1, in our scenario, it is not necessary
to normalize the decision matrix Rk.
To properly take into consideration the importance of the different criteria in Ck for
the considered application ak ∈ A, the decision matrix Rk is composed with vector
Wk (i.e., with the weights assigned to each criteria to reflect the application needs).
Each cell in the weighted decision matrix Dk for application ak∈ A is computed as
the product Dk[i][j] = Rk[i][j] ·Wk[i] of the rating obtained by plan pj ∈ P for crite-
rion ci, and the weight of criterion ci for application ak ∈ A. Table 4.4 illustrates the
weighted decision matrix for application a1 ∈ A of our running example. For instance,
D1[Availability][p1] is obtained as R1[Availability][p1]·W1[Availability]=0.4 · 0.04=0.016.
Note that the weighted decision matrix permits to identify, for each criterion ci singu-
larly taken, the best and the worst plan, which correspond to the highest and lowest
values in the row representing ci. As an example, the best plan w.r.t. the Security crite-
rion for application a1 ∈ A is p3 ∈ P, while the worst is p4 ∈ P.
Ideal and anti-ideal solutions. Based on the weighted decision matrix Dk, TOPSIS
is able to identify both the ideal and the anti-ideal solutions p+k and p
−
k for appli-
cation ak∈ A. For the ideal solution p+k , the weighted rating for criterion ci (de-
noted D+k [i]) is the maximum weighted rating obtained by a plan in P for ci (i.e.,
D+k [i]=max{Dk[i][j] : pj ∈ P}, line 13). For instance, the ideal solution for application
a1 ∈ A, considering the weighted decision matrix in Table 4.4, has weighed ratings
D+1 =[0.036, 0.019, 0.032, 0.630]. Similarly, for the anti-ideal solution p
−
k , the weighted
rating for criterion ci (denoted D−k [i]) is the minimum weighted rating obtained by a
plan in P for ci (i.e., D+k [i]=min{Dk[i][j] : pj ∈ P}, line 14). For instance, the anti-ideal
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p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p+1 p−1
Availability 0.016 0.020 0.036 0.016 0.008 0.036 0.008
Performance 0.010 0.012 0.019 0.006 0.006 0.019 0.006
Security 0.024 0.028 0.032 0.008 0.016 0.032 0.008
Costs 0.450 0.360 0.090 0.540 0.630 0.630 0.090
dist+j 0.182 0.271 0.540 0.096 0.035
dist−j 0.360 0.271 0.039 0.450 0.540
S1 0.665 0.500 0.068 0.824 0.939
Table 4.4: Weighted decision matrix D1, ideal solution p+1 , anti-ideal solution p
−
1 , distances
dist+j and dist
−
j of each plan pj from p
+
1 and p
−
1 , and relative closeness S1 of each
plan to the ideal solutions for application a1 ∈ A
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7
1◦ p5 p3 p5 p1 p3 p4 p3
2◦ p4 p2 p4 p2 p2 p5 p2
3◦ p1 p1 p1 p5 p1 p1 p1
4◦ p2 p4 p2 p3 p5 p2 p5
5◦ p3 p5 p3 p4 p4 p3 p4
Table 4.5: Example of rankings of the plans for each application
solution for application a1 ∈ A, considering the weighted decision matrix in Table 4.4,
has weighted ratings D+1 =[0.008, 0.006, 0.008, 0.090].
Ranking. To produce a ranking, TOPSIS then computes the Euclidean distance of each
plan pj ∈ P from the ideal p+k and anti-ideal p−k solution in an l-dimensional space
(with l the number of criteria in Ck). Then, it computes the relative closeness of each
plan pj to the ideal solutions as
dist−j
dist+j +dist
−
j
, where dist+j and dist
−
j are the distance
of pj ∈ P from p+k and p−k , respectively, where such closeness values are maintained
in a score vector Sk). For instance, the relative closeness values of the plans in P to
p+1 for application a1 ∈ A considering the weighted decision matrix in Table 4.4, is
S1=[0.665, 0.500, 0.068, 0.824, 0.939]. The higher the value Sk, the better the plan satisfies
the requirements of application ak∈ A. Then, TOPSIS produces a ranking of the plans
for application ak ∈ A by ordering them in decreasing order of Sk. For instance, with
reference to our running example, the ratings in Table 4.1, and the weights in Table 4.2,
the ranking of plans produced by TOPSIS for application a1 ∈ A is 〈p5,p4,p1,p2,p3〉
(see column a1 in Table 4.5).
4.3.2 reaching consensus among the applciations
The second step of our solution aims at choosing a Cloud plan that balances the prefer-
ences of all user applications. A straightforward approach to maximize requirements
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a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 Tot
p1 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 23
p2 2 4 2 4 4 2 4 22
p3 1 5 1 2 5 1 5 20
p4 4 2 4 1 1 5 1 18
p5 5 1 5 3 2 4 2 22
Table 4.6: Borda scores assigned to each plan by each application
satisfaction would adopt a majority voting, that is, it would choose Cloud plan ranked
first by most applications. For instance, consider a scenario characterized by a set
A = {a1, . . . ,a7} of applications and a set P = {p1, . . . ,p5} of plans, where the rankings
computed by TOPSIS for each application are illustrated in Table 4.5. The plan that
would win with the majority voting approach would be p3. However, as already noted,
this solution might be not desirable as p3 ∈ P is ranked last by three applications a1,
a3, and a6, which would then be strongly penalized.
We then propose to adopt a consensus-based voting technique, that permits to
choose an alternative that is acceptable for a broad set of voters (applications, in our
scenario), rather than simply counting majority. While noting that there are different
approaches that can be applied (e.g., [113], [114]), we consider - as an example - the
Borda count method [109]. In our Cloud scenario, alternatives correspond to plans and
the applications play the role of voters. To express its vote, each application ak ∈ A
associates a Borda score Bk[j] with each plan pj ∈ P. Such a score reflects the rankings
computed by TOPSIS (or, more in general, by the chosen MCDM technique) by assign-
ingm = |P| points to the first ranked plan, 1 to the last ranked plan, andm+1−x to the
x-th ranked plan. The overall Borda score Borda(pj) of a plan pj ∈ P is then obtained
by summing the scores assigned to the plan by each application, that is,
∑n
k=1 Bk[j].
The plan with the highest Borda score is the one that is chosen by the user, since it
has the consensus of all the applications. As an example, Table 4.6 illustrates the Borda
scores assigned by each application to each plan and the overall score of each plan. It
is interesting to see that the chosen plan is p1 ∈ P, which is ranked first by one applica-
tion only, while p3 ∈ P is only the third choice, even though it is ranked first by three
applications.
4.4 algorithm for the proposed consensus-based cloud plan se-
lection approach
Given the problem of choosing a Cloud plan, among those available ones offered by a
(set of) Cloud provider(s), we provide a pseudocode algorithm for our consensus-based
approach. The algorithm, reported in Figure 4.2, takes as input a setA of applications, a
set P of Cloud plans, a set C of criteria, weight vectors W1, . . . ,Wn, and rating vectors
R1, . . . ,Rm. Also, it returns plan p ∈ P as an optimal plan based on the consensus
between applications.
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First, the algorithm obtains a decision matrix Rk for each application ak∈ A (lines 2–
5). As we mentioned before, each cell Rk[i][j] in the decision matrix represents the
rating Rj[i] assigned to plan pj ∈ P for criteria ci ∈ Ck. Then, for each application ak ∈
A, a weighted decision matrixDk is obtained (lines 6–9). Each cell inDk for application
ak∈ A is computed as the product Dk[i][j] = Rk[i][j] ·Wk[i] of the rating obtained by
plan pj ∈ P for criterion ci, and the weight of criterion ci for application ak ∈ A. Then,
to produce a ranking for each application ak ∈ A, the Euclidean distance of each Cloud
plan pj ∈ P from the ideal p+k and anti-ideal p−k solution in an l-dimensional space
(with l the number of criteria in Ck) is measured, according to TOPSIS (lines 10–14).
Then, the relative closeness of each plan pj to the ideal solutions as
dist−j
dist+j +dist
−
j
, where
dist+j and dist
−
j are the distance of pj ∈ P from p+k and p−k , respectively (lines 15–19).
Next, for each application ak ∈ A, the algorithm defines a list Ok of size |P| to maintain
plans in ranked order for ak, and then, inserts plans in Ok in decreasing order of Sk[j]
(lines 21–22).
Then, to produce a global ranking based on the consensus between applications,
for each application ak ∈ A, a vector Bk of size |P| is considered (lines 24). Next, for
each plan pj ∈ P and application ak ∈ A, a Borda score Bk[j] is calculated (lines 25–
27). Further, a Borda score Borda(pj) =
∑n
k=1 Bk[j] for each plan pj ∈ P is obtained
(lines 28–29). Finally, plan p ∈ P is returned as the optimal plan, which is the plan with
the highest Borda score Borda(p) (line 30).
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INPUT
A = {a1, . . . ,an} /* set of applications */
P = {p1, . . . ,pm} /* set of plans */
C = {c1, . . . , cl} /* set of criteria */
W1, . . . ,Wn /* weight vectors */
R1, . . . ,Rm /* rating vectors */
OUTPUT
p ∈ P /* optimal plan */
MAIN
/* Step 1: rank plans for each application in A */
1: for each ak ∈ A do
2: let Rk be the decision matrix of size |Ck|× |P|
3: for each i = 1, . . . , |Ck| do
4: for each j = 1, . . . , |P| do
5: Rk[i][j] := Rj[i] /* fill Rk with values in the rating vectors */
6: let Dk be the weighted decision matrix of size |Ck|× |P| for ak
7: for each i = 1, . . . , |Ck| do
8: for each j = 1, . . . , |P| do
9: Dk[i][j] := R[i][j] ·Wk[i] /* fill Dk with weighted ratings */
10: let D+k be the weighted rating vector of size |Ck| for p
+
k
11: let D−k be the weighted rating vector of size |Ck| for p
−
k
12: for each i = 1, . . . , |Ck| do
13: D+k [i] := max{Dk[i][j] | j = 1, . . . , |P|} /* p
+
k rating for ci */
14: D−k [i] := min{Dk[i][j] | j = 1, . . . , |P|} /* p
−
k rating for ci */
15: let Sk be a vector of size |P| for ak /* to store closeness values */
16: for each j = 1, . . . , |P| do
17: let dist+j be the distance between pj and p
+
k
18: let dist−j be the distance between pj and p
−
k
19: Sk[j] :=
dist−j
dist+j +dist
−
j
/* closeness between pj and ideal solutions */
20: let Ok be a list of size |P| to contain plans in ranked order for ak
21: for each j = 1, . . . , |P| do
22: insert pj in Ok in decreasing order of Sk[j]
/* Step 2: reach consensus */
23: for each ak ∈ A do
24: let Bk be the Borda vector of size |P| for ak
25: for each j = 1, . . . , |P| do
26: let x be the position of pj in Ok /* TOPSIS ranking of pj */
27: Bk[j] := |P|+ 1− x /* Borda score for plan pj and application ak */
28: for each j = 1, . . . , |P| do
29: Borda(pj) :=
∑n
k=1 Bk[j] /* Borda score for plan pj*/
30: return p ∈ P s.t. @p ′ ∈ P,p ′ 6= p : Borda(p ′) > Borda(p)
Figure 4.2: Algorithm for selecting the consensus-based optimal plan
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4.5 chapter summary
This chapter presented a solution enabling Cloud users to choose a plan, among those
available ones offered by a (set of) Cloud provider(s), which is based on reaching a
consensus between applications. In our approach, each application individually ranks
the available Cloud plans depending on how well they satisfy the application require-
ments. The choice on the final plan is then taken adopting a consensus-based approach
on the different rankings. The proposed solution provides a tool which guarantees that
the selected Cloud plan is globally considered the most acceptable by all applications,
according to a consensus among them.

5
S U P P O RT I N G C L O U D P L A N S E L E C T I O N U N D E R
U N C E RTA I N T Y
In Chapter 4, we focused on the consensus between multiple applications to select a
Cloud plan. Indeed, in Chapter 4 it was assumed that the user is aware about the
technical requirements of applications and the characteristics of Cloud plans. However,
it might be not always the case as unskilled users might be interested in moving their
applications to the Cloud. Also, users/stakeholders might consider a limited budget
for selecting a Cloud plan, among those available, each with possibly a different price.
The problem of Cloud plan selection can get even more complicated when multiple
users/stakeholders contribute to a Cloud plan selection process. To deal with these
issues, in this chapter, we propose an approach aimed at choosing a Cloud plan when
a set of unskilled IT users/stakeholders are interested in moving multiple applications
to the Cloud, while suitably satisfying the budget constraints of users for selecting a
Cloud plan. Our solution operates by first measuring the importance of applications
and then by calculating their aggregated preferences, over a set of criteria, using fuzzy
techniques. Finally, we select, through a cost-benefit analysis process, the affordable
Cloud plan that is considered the best fit for all applications.
5.1 introduction
Cloud computing is one of the most revolutionary advances in the history of comput-
ing. Thanks to the significant benefits of Cloud-based solutions regarding the delivery
of elastic services, which can be accessed universally in a cost-effective fashion, more
organizations and individuals are relying on external Cloud providers for storing and
processing their data and applications [115][116]. Today, Cloud providers suggest dif-
ferent plans, with various interesting characteristics, to compete in the highly compet-
itive Cloud market. Such diversity allows users to choose plans that efficiently satisfy
both functional and nonfunctional requirements of their applications.
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However, the availability of several Cloud plans in the market is a dual-edged sword.
On the one hand, the variety of Cloud plans, which notably increases their flexibility
to meet user requirements, may be seductive. On the other hand, choosing a suitable
Cloud plan when multiple applications, at the same time, are moved to the Cloud, is
an essential challenge as different applications might have different (and possibly) con-
trasting requirements. For example, while computation intensive applications (e.g. im-
age/signal processing applications) that manage data with no security protection (e.g.,
publicly available or non-confidential data) require plans with high performance fea-
tures (e.g., CPU rates, disk speed), applications that process sensitive data are mostly
interested in plans with high security features (e.g., encryption algorithms, authenti-
cation mechanisms) to meet their requirements. Therefore, due to the heterogeneous
requirements of applications, a single Cloud plan that meets all of them might not ex-
ist. It is then important to properly combine the requirements of applications to select
a Cloud plan that satisfies them in the best possible way.
The problem of Cloud plan selection can get even more complicated when multiple
users, possibly without an IT background, contribute to the selection process as they
might not have precise ideas about the requirements of applications and the character-
istics of Cloud plans. For example, they might be uncertain about the required number
of synchronized replicas or backup schedule for an application to be outsourced. In
this case, she may prefer to state “high” as the relevance of availability criterion for
the application. In such context, traditional quantitative approaches for helping users
in selecting a Cloud plan, which implicitly assume the user to be familiar with the
technical requirements of applications and the characteristics of Cloud plans, are not
considered as efficient. Such approaches might not precisely capture the uncertainty
of users about application requirements, and as a result, select plans that do not ade-
quately meet them.
In this chapter, we propose an approach aimed at choosing the Cloud plan, among
those available from a Cloud provider that best satisfies imprecise information asso-
ciated with applications to be outsourced, expressed by multiple users with a limited
budget for selecting a Cloud plan. To do so, our approach, first, calculates the im-
portance of applications, and then, their aggregated preferences over each considered
criterion, using a fuzzy technique (weighted triangular average (WTA) [117]). It then
selects, through a cost-benefit analysis process, the affordable plan that best fits the ag-
gregated preferences of applications. The proposed approach provides a flexible tool
which efficiently manages Cloud plan selection scenarios that include dealing with in-
formation, provided by a set of unskilled IT users, while properly meets their budget
constraints for selecting Cloud plans.
5.1.1 chapter outline
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents our problem. Section 5.3
illustrates our proposed solution. Section 5.4 provides a pseudo-code algorithm for
the proposed solution. Finally, Section 5.5 presents chapter summary and concluding
remarks.
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5.2 basic concepts and problem definition
We consider a scenario, as depicted in Figure 5.1, characterized by a setU = {u1, . . . ,uh}
of users who wish to outsource a set A = {a1, . . . ,an} of applications to the Cloud. In
the proposed scenario, users can be considered as the representatives of their respec-
tive organization who are responsible for selecting one single Cloud plan, among a set
P = {p1, . . . ,pm} of plans, offered by a set of Cloud providers, for all applications in A.
Each plan is associated with a price vector P[1, . . . ,m], where P[j] denotes the price of
plan pj. For example, P = [70, 55, 45, 45, 35, 30], where P[2] = 55$ is the price of plan
p2. Also, users in U consider a budget b which represents their financial constraint for
selecting a Cloud plan. For example, budget b = 60$ implies that the users can afford
plans with prices less than or equal to the budget (60$).
Each plan p ∈ P might have different characteristics (w.r.t. a set C = {c1, . . . , cl} of
criteria) that are considered necessary for the set A of applications. For example, C can
include criteria such as availability, performance, security, and elasticity, guaranteed
by the providers (i.e., C = {Availability, Performance, Security, Elasticity}). Since users in
U may not come from an IT background, they may not be aware of criteria that are
necessary for each application ai ∈ A. Therefore, to simplify the process for users in
U, we consider a trusted third auditor (TTA), which provides consultation services to
users. We assume that the TTA is trusted by both users in U and the Cloud provider(s).
Then, the TTA defines the set of criteria C for the applications. In the definition of
C, the TTA can consider existing references and classifications (e.g., [110]) as well as
individual requirements for each application in A.
To enable comparison between the plans in P, we assume that each plan pj ∈ P is
rated by the TTA, considering each criterion ck ∈ C, denoted as pj  Rj in Figure 5.1.
This rating indicates the degree to which a criterion ck ∈ C is “satisfied” by a plan
pj ∈ P. That is, it instinctively shows how much the offered services by a plan are close
to an optimal scenario that maximizes the fulfilment of criterion ck (e.g., a plan offer-
ing its services in an “always-available” manner would have the maximum rating for
Availability criterion). Formally, each plan pj is associated with a rating vector Rj[1, . . . , l],
where 0 < Rj[k] 6 1 denotes the rating degree of plan pj, considering criterion ck. For
example, a plan providing a low number of synchronized replicas, high CPU rates,
simple encryption, and load balancing algorithms, will have a high rating w.r.t. Per-
formance and low ratings for Availability, Security, and Elasticity. Table 5.1 shows the
example of rating vectors R1, . . . ,R6 for plans p1, . . . ,p6, over criteria defined in C. As
an example, plan p2 is rated lower for Availability (R2[Availability] = 0.720) compared
to Performance (R2[Performance] = 0.780).
Moreover, each user might consider a different importance for each application. A
natural way to consider the importance of applications is associating a weight to each
application ai, by each user. However, as we discussed in Section 5.1, it is not often
an easy task when users are uncertain about exact and specific requirements that are
considered for applications, including their importance. In other words, if users, pos-
sibly without IT skills, are interested in considering some importance for application
ai, compared to application aj, they may not be able to quantitatively express it (e.g.,
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Figure 5.1: The Reference scenario
Availability Performance Security Elasticity
R1 0.900 0.800 0.850 0.950
R2 0.720 0.780 0.620 0.750
R3 0.740 0.650 0.450 0.640
R4 0.910 0.570 0.400 0.580
R5 0.240 0.650 0.520 0.700
R6 0.200 0.300 0.350 0.400
Table 5.1: The example of rating vectors R1, . . . ,R6
the importance of application ai is twice more than the importance of aj). Then, they
may prefer to linguistically express the importance of applications. For example, Al-
ice believes that the importance of application a4 is important, while Bob finds it as
normal. Therefore, Alice and Bob may express the importance of application a4 as
“High” and “Medium”, respectively, which are not precise enough to reason about
it. To alleviate this concern, each user uv ∈ U is associated with a linguistic impor-
tance vector Wav , where Wav [i] ∈ Ψ is the linguistic importance of application ai. We
note that, Ψ = {ψ1, . . . ,ψt} is a linguistic set that is totally ordered under the relation
< (i.e., ψ1 < ψ2 < . . . < ψt). Back to our running example, Ψ = {Very Low (VL),
Low (L), Medium (M), High (H), Very High(VH)}, where, as an instance, “VH” indicates
higher importance compared to “H”. Table 5.2 shows the linguistic importance vectors
WaAlice,W
a
Bob,W
a
Carol for Alice, Bob, and Carol in our running example, respectively. For
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Alice Bob Carol
Wu 0.7 0.4 0.2
Wa
a1 H L H
a2 VL M M
a3 M H M
a4 H M VH
Table 5.2: User weight Wu and linguistic importance vectors WaAlice, W
a
Bob, W
a
Carol
Availability Performance Security Elasticity
a1 VL H VL H
a2 L H VH L
a3 H M H M
a4 VL H M VH
Table 5.3: Linguistic criteria matrix L
instance, WaAlice[a4] = H and W
a
Bob[a4] = M are the linguistic importance of application
a4, expressed by Alice and Bob, respectively.
In addition, given an application ai and a set of criteria C, not all criteria ck ∈ C can
be assumed to be equally relevant to application ai, from the view of users. For ex-
ample, suppose that for application a1, which is not an “always-on” application, due
to the high frequency of request variations, Elasticity criterion is more relevant than
Availability criterion. Therefore, for each application ai, to consider the relevance of
criterion ck, it is associated with a linguistic weight ψ ∈ Ψ. Formally, the extent of the
relevance of criterion ck ∈ C for application ai ∈ A is expressed in a linguistic criteria
matrix L of size n× l, with a row for each application ai ∈ A and a column for each
criterion ck ∈ C. Each cell L[i][k] ∈ Ψ represents the linguistic weight of criterion ck
for application ai. Table 5.3 presents the linguistic criteria matrix L in our running ex-
ample. For example, Availability criterion for application a1 (L[a1][Availability] =M)
is less relevant than for application a3 (L[a3][Availability] =H).
In order to capture the uncertainty of each linguistic variable ψ ∈ Ψ, it is associated,
by the TTA, with a triangular fuzzy number (TFN) as one of the most popular and
widely used types of fuzzy numbers due to its representation and computational sim-
plicity [118]. Formally, translated TFNs are maintained in a vector d˜[1, . . . , t], where
d˜[ψ] is the associated TFN of linguistic variable ψ, denoted as ψ  d˜[ψ] in Table 5.1.
We note that it is possible to consider different TFN vectors for the importance of ap-
plications (see columns in Table 5.2) as well as a different TFN vector for each criterion
ck ∈ C (see columns in Table 5.3). However, to keep the model simple, we skip con-
sidering such TFN vectors. Table 5.4 shows the TFN vector d˜ in our running example.
For instance, d˜[M], which is the associated TFN with the linguistic variable “M” is
(0.1, 0.3, 0.75) (i.e., d˜[M] = (0.1, 0.3, 0.75)). In order to provide a graphical illustration
of associations between the linguistic variables in Ψ and TFNs in d˜, Figure 5.2 presents
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ψ d˜
Very Low (VL) (0, 0, 0.1)
Low (L) (0, 0.1, 0.3)
Medium (M) (0.1, 0.3, 0.75)
High (H) (0.3, 0.75, 1)
Very High (VH) (0.75, 1, 1)
Table 5.4: Linguistic set Ψ and TFN vector d˜
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Figure 5.2: Membership functions for TFNs in d˜
the membership functions for each TFN in d˜. For example, the associated membership
function of TFN (0.1, 0.3, 0.75) is plotted with continuous lines.
Moreover, opinions that each user u ∈ U holds about the relevance of each criterion
ck ∈ C for each application ai ∈ A, might have a different influence (e.g., according
to the organizational role of user, his/her experience) in Cloud plan selection process
which can be defined in several ways (e.g., by the organization manager). For example,
considering the set U = {Alice,Bob,Carol} of users, the opinions of Alice, which has
a higher role in her organization compared to Bob, have more influence than those
of Bob in choosing a suitable plan. To consider the extent of the influence of each
user uv in Cloud selection process, s/he is associated with a weight 0 < Wu[v] 6 1,
where higher weights model higher influence of user uv in the plan selection process.
Such user weights are maintained in a user weight vector Wu[1, . . . ,h]. Considering the
user weight vector Wu = [0.7, 0.4, 0.2] in our running example, the influence of the
opinions of Alice (Wu[Alice] = 0.7) in Cloud plan selection process is more than Bob
(Wu[Bob] = 0.4) and Carol (Wu[Carol] = 0.2).
Given an application ai and a set P of plans, a user u ∈ U can choose the best fit
Cloud plan p ∈ P considering the requirements of application ai, by using classical
multi-criteria decision making approaches (e.g., [111]). However, the problem can get
more aggravated when a set of unskilled IT users, with a limited budget for selecting
a Cloud plan, contribute in the process of choosing a Cloud plan for multiple out-
sourcing applications as it could significantly increase the rate of high-level imprecise
information, provided by users. To overcome these challenges, we propose an approach
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aimed at choosing an affordable plan considering imprecise information provided by a
set of users which may not have precise ideas about the requirements of applications.
5.3 proposed solution for cloud plan selection
Our methodology to choose the best fit affordable plan, based on imprecise information
about applications in A, provided by users in U, operates in three main steps: i) measure
crisp importance for each application ai ∈ A, based on the linguistic importance of
ai ∈ A, expressed by each user in U; ii) measure crisp weight for each criterion ck ∈
C, based on the crisp importance of applications, obtained in the first step, and the
linguistic weight of criterion ck ∈ C ; iii) select a plan that is the best fit for applications,
considering the obtained aggregated weight of each criterion and budget b of users for
selecting a Cloud plan.
Initially, to handle the impreciseness of linguistic criteria matrix L (see Table 5.3) and
linguistic importance vectors Wa1 , . . . ,W
a
h (see Table 5.2), we obtain fuzzy criteria matrix
L˜ and fuzzy importance vectors W˜a1 , . . . , W˜
a
h , respectively. To do so, we replace each
linguistic variable ψ ∈ Ψ with the associated TFN d˜[ψ] ∈ d˜ (see Table 5.4). Tables 5.5
and 5.6 show fuzzy importance vectors for Alice, Bob, and Carol and fuzzy criteria matrix
L˜, respectively.
In the following, we present our approach for, first, measuring the crisp importance
of each application in A, and then, computing the aggregated weight of each criterion
ck ∈ C, using WTA. Finally, we choose, through a cost-benefit analysis process, the
plan that is the best fit for applications in A, considering the obtained aggregated
weight of each criterion ck ∈ C and budget b of users in U for selecting a Cloud plan.
5.3.1 measuring importance for each application
To be able to consider the importance of applications when computing a crisp weight
for each criterion ck ∈ C (see Section 5.3.2), the first step of our solution aims at measur-
ing a numerical importance for each application ai ∈ A which reflects the aggregated
opinions of users in U about the importance of ai, considering their weights, main-
tained in the user weight vector Wu. In the remainder of this section, we will present
our solution for computing the importance of applications in A in detail.
Aggregated fuzzy importance vector. To determine the importance of each applica-
tion ai ∈ A, we propose to adopt WTA technique to aggregate the fuzzy impor-
tance values W˜a1 [i], . . . , W˜
a
h [i] of ai (see Table 5.5), respectively expressed by users
u1, . . . ,uh, considering their weights maintained in the user weight vector Wu. To do
so, for each application ai ∈ A, we obtain an aggregated fuzzy importance W˜aagg[i] =
(WaL [i],W
a
M [i],W
a
U [i]) as
|U|∑
v=1
Wu[v] · W˜av [i]/
|U|∑
v=1
Wu[v], maintained in an aggregated
fuzzy importance vector W˜aagg[1, . . . ,n]. We note that WaM [i] is the middle value, and
WaL [i] and W
a
U [i] respectively are the lower and the upper bound values for the
importance of application ai. For example, as depicted in Table 5.5, the aggregated
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Alice Bob Carol
Wu 0.7 0.4 0.2
W˜aAlice W˜
a
Bob W˜
a
Carol W˜
a
agg W
a
a1 (0.3, 0.75, 1) (0, 0.1, 0.3) (0.3, 0.75, 1) (0.207, 0.550, 0.784) 0.514
a2 (0, 0, 0.1) (0.1, 0.3, 0.75) (0.1, 0.3, 0.75) (0.046, 0.138, 0.400) 0.194
a3 (0.1, 0.3, 0.75) (0.3, 0.75, 1) (0.1, 0.3, 0.75) (0.161, 0.438, 0.826) 0.475
a4 (0.3, 0.75, 1) (0.1, 0.3, 0.75) (0.75, 1, 1) (0.307, 0.650, 0.923) 0.626
Table 5.5: Application fuzzy importance W˜aAlice, W˜
a
Bob, W˜
a
Carol vectors respectively for users Alice,
Bob, Carol, application aggregated fuzzy importance W˜aagg vector, and application
importance vector Wa
fuzzy importance W˜aagg[a1] of application a1 is
3∑
v=1
Wu[v] · W˜av [a1]/
3∑
v=1
Wu[v] = (0.7 ·
(0.3, 0.75, 1) + 0.4 · (0, 0.1, 0.3) + 0.2 · (0.3, 0.75, 1))/(0.7+ 0.4+ 0.2) = (0.207, 0.550, 0.784).
Application importance. To obtain a crisp numerical value for the importance of each
application ai, the aggregated fuzzy importance W˜aagg[i] = (WaL [i],W
a
M [i],W
a
U [i]) of
ai is defuzzified into its best non-fuzzy performance (BNP) value Wa[i] as ((WaU [i] −
WaL [i]) + (W
a
M [i] −W
a
L [i]))/3 +W
a
L [i]. We use the center of area (COA) method to
measure the BNP value of W˜aagg[i], which is one of the most popular and widely used
defuzzification methods due to its simplicity and practicality [119] [120]. The impor-
tance Wa[i] of each application ai is maintained in an importance vector Wa. For ex-
ample, as depicted in Table 5.5, the importance Wa[a1] of application a1, measured
as ((WaU [a1] −W
a
L [a1]) + (W
a
M [a1] −W
a
L [i]))/3+W
a
L [a1] = ((0.784− 0.207)+ (0.550−
0.207))/3 + 0.207 = 0.514, is higher than the importance Wa[a2] of application a2
(0.194).
5.3.2 measuring criteria weights
To be able to compare the preferences of applications in A, over criteria in C, as a single
global ecosystem with the characteristics of plans in P (see Section 5.3.3), the second
step of our solution aims at measuring a numerical weight for each criterion ck ∈ C,
where higher weights for ck represent higher importance of ck for applications. In the
remainder of this section, we will present our solution for measuring the weight of
each criterion ck ∈ C in detail.
Fuzzy criteria vector. We adopt WTA technique to properly consider the importance
Wa[i] ∈Wa of each application ai ∈ Awhen aggregating the fuzzy weights of each cri-
terion Ck ∈ C for applications, expressed in fuzzy criteria matrix L˜ (see Table 5.6). We
then obtain, for each criterion ck ∈ C, a fuzzy weight W˜c[k] = (WcL [k],WcM [k],WcU [k])
as
|A|∑
i=1
Wa[i] · L˜[i][k]/
|A|∑
i=1
Wa[i], maintained in a fuzzy criteria vector W˜c[1, . . . , l]. We
note that WcM [k] is the middle value, and W
c
L [k] and W
c
U [k] are respectively the lower
and upper bound values for the weight of criterion ck ∈ C. For example, as depicted
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L˜
Wa Availability Performance Security Elasticity
a1 0.514 (0.1, 0.3, 0.75) (0.3, 0.75, 1) (0, 0, 0.1) (0.3, 0.75, 1)
a2 0.194 (0.3, 0.75, 1) (0.3, 0.75, 1) (0.75, 1, 1) (0, 0.1, 0.3)
a3 0.475 (0.3, 0.75, 1) (0.1, 0.3, 0.75) (0.3, 0.75, 1) (0.1, 0.3, 0.75)
a4 0.626 (0.75, 1, 1) (0.3, 0.75, 1) (0.1, 0.3, 0.75) (0.75, 1, 1)
W˜c (0.398, 0.708, 0.929) (0.247, 0.631, 0.934) (0.194, 0.408, 0.658) (0.370, 0.648, 0.859)
Wc 0.678 0.604 0.420 0.626
Table 5.6: Fuzzy criteria matrix L˜, fuzzy criteria vector W˜c, and criteria vector Wc
in Table 5.6, the fuzzy weight W˜c[Availability] of Availability criterion is
4∑
i=1
Wa[i] ·
L˜[i][Availability]/
4∑
i=1
Wa[i] = (0.514 · (0.1, 0.3, 0.75) + 0.194 · (0.3, 0.75, 1) + 0.475 ·
(0.3, 0.75, 1) + 0.626 · (0.75, 1, 1))/(0.514+ 0.194+ 0.475+ 0.626) = (0.398, 0.708, 0.929).
Criterion weight. In order to measure a numerical value for the weight of each criterion
ck, adopting COA method, the fuzzy weight W˜c[k] = (WcL [k],W
c
M [k],W
c
U [k]) of crite-
rion ck is defuzzfized into its BNP value as ((WcU [k]−W
c
L [k])+ (W
c
M [k]−W
c
L [k]))/3+
WcL [k], maintained in a criteria vectorW
c[1, . . . , l]. For example, as depicted in Table 5.6,
the weight Wc[Availability] of Availability criterion, measured as ((WcU [Availability] −
WcL [Availability])+(W
c
M [Availability]−W
c
L [Availability]))/3+W
c
L [Availability] = ((0.929−
0.398) + (0.708− 0.398))/3+ 0.398 = 0.678, is higher than the weight Wc[performance]
of performance criterion (0.604).
5.3.3 choosing the optimal plan
The third step of our approach aims at choosing an affordable plan that best satis-
fies the aggregated weights of criteria, considering criteria vector Wc and budget b,
adopting a cost-benefit analysis process. In doing so, to measure to what extent plans
in P satisfy criteria in C, w.r.t. criteria vector Wc, for each plan pj ∈ P, we obtain a
distance D[j] between pj and criteria vector Wc as
∑|C|
k=1 Rj[k] −W
c[k], where higher
distance values indicate the better satisfaction of criteria in C by plan pj. Such distance
values are maintained in a distance vector D[1, . . . ,m]. For example, as depicted in Ta-
ble 5.7, plan p1 better satisfies criteria in C, w.r.t. criteria vector Wc, compared to plan
p2 because distance D[1] between p1 and Wc (i.e., 0.016) is higher than distance D[2]
between p2 and Wc (i.e., 0.009).
To choose a plan, we first consider plans in P that are dominant, maintained in a
dominant plan set Pdom = {p1, . . . ,pd}. A dominant Cloud plan pj in our scenario, is
one that, considering each criterion ck ∈ C, the associated rating Rj[k] is higher than
(or equal to) the respective criterion weight Wc[k] in criteria vector Wc. Therefore,
dominant plans in Pdom can better satisfy criteria in C, and as a result, more desirable
to be selected applications in A. Back to our running example, considering the set of
dominant plans Pdom = {p1,p2,p3}, for instance, the rating R1[k] of plan p1, for each
criterion ck ∈ C, is higher than the associated criterion weightWc[k]. However, plan p4
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Availability Performance Security Elasticity D P R ∆−
R1 0.900 0.800 0.850 0.950 1.172 70 0.016
R2 0.720 0.780 0.620 0.750 0.542 55 0.009
R3 0.740 0.650 0.450 0.640 0.152 45 0.003
R4 0.910 0.570 0.400 0.580 0.132 45 −0.1
R5 0.240 0.650 0.520 0.700 −0.218 35 −0.438
R6 0.200 0.300 0.350 0.400 −1.078 30 −1.078
Wc 0.678 0.604 0.420 0.626
Table 5.7: Distance vector D, price vector P, ratio vector R, and negative difference vector ∆−
is not a dominant one because, considering Performance and Security criteria, the rating
of p4 (i.e., R4[Performance] = 0.570 and R4[Security] = 0.400) are respectively lower
than the associated weights in criteria vector Wc (i.e., Wc[Performance] = 0.604 and
Wc[Security] = 0.420). To measure to what extent the satisfaction of criteria in C by
each dominant plan pj ∈ Pdom, w.r.t. criteria vector, prevails the associated price P[j],
we measure the distance-to-price ratio of plan pj as
D[j]
P[j] , maintained in an ordered
ratio vector R[1, . . . ,d] satisfying R[1] > . . . > R[d]. Then, considering budget b and
price vector P, we choose an affordable plan pj ∈ Pdom (i.e., b >= P[j]) with maximum
distance-to-price ratio. Back to our running example, as depicted in Table 5.7, consid-
ering budget b = 60$ and price vector P, plan p2 ∈ Pdom is the dominant one that
is chosen for applications in A as it is an affordable plan (b > P[2]) with maximum
distance-to-price ratio (R[2] = 0.009).
If users in U can not afford a dominant plan, among those in Pdom, then to select a
plan, we inevitably need to consider plans that are not dominant. For example, if bud-
get b = 50$, then plans in the set Pdom of dominant plans are not affordable for users,
and as a result, we need to select a plan among non-dominant ones (e.g., with reference
to our running example, p4, p5, and p6). Different ways can be suggested to select an
affordable non-dominant plan pj ∈ (P\Pdom) (e.g., selecting the one with minimum
number of negative distance values w.r.t. each criterion ck (i.e., Rj[k] −Wc[k]), select-
ing the one with maximum distance value, w.r.t. either of criteria in C). In this work,
to select a non-dominant plan, among those in P\Pdom, we choose the affordable one
pj ∈ (P\Pdom), with the maximum sum of negative differences between the rating Rj[k]
of pj and criteria vector Wc (i.e.,
∑
∀ck∈C:Rj[k]<Wc[k] Rj[k] −W
c[k]), where such sum
values are maintained in an ordered negative difference vector ∆−[1, . . . ,m − d] which
satisfies that ∆−[1] >= . . . >= ∆−[m− d]. In this fashion, it can be assured that, by se-
lecting non-dominant plan pj, while criterion each ck ∈ C is adequately fulfilled when
Rj[k] >=W
c[k], fulfilling criteria that are not suitably satisfied (i.e., Rj[k] < Wc[k], w.r.t.
criterion ck ∈ C) is maximized. Back to our running example, as depicted in Table 5.7,
considering budget b = 50$ and negative difference vector ∆− = [−0.1,−0.438,−1.078],
plan p4 is the one that is chosen for applications in A as it is an affordable plan (P[4] =
45$) with the maximum sum of negative differences between the rating of p4 and
criteria vector Wc (i.e., ∆−[1] = (R4[Performance] −Wc[Performance]) + (R4[Security] −
Wc[Security]) + (R4[Elasticity] −Wc[Elasticity]) = −0.034 − 0.02 − 0.046 = −0.1), com-
pared to other non-dominant plans (i.e., p5 and p6). We note that, if we need to select
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a plan, among those affordable non-dominant ones, when the sum of negative differ-
ences between their ratings and criteria vector Wc is equal, we will choose the one
with the highest distance from Wc, and in this manner, it is guaranteed that the se-
lected plan is the best fit for applications in A, considering Wc and the budget b of
users in U for selecting a plan.
5.4 algorithm for the proposed uncertainty-based cloud plan
selection approach
Given the problem of choosing a Cloud plan, among those available ones, we provide
a pseudo-code algorithm for our proposed solution. The algorithm, reported in Fig-
ure 5.3, takes as input a set U of users, a set A of applications, a set P of plans, a set C
of criteria, a set Ψ of linguistic variables, a linguistic criteria matrix L, a set of linguistic
importance vectors Wa1 , . . . ,W
a
h , a user weight vector W
u, and a set of rating vectors
R1, . . . ,Rm, a plan price vector P, and a budget b. Also, it returns plan p ∈ P as an
optimal plan based the uncertain requirements of applications, provided by the users
in U.
First, it is checked if there is no affordable plan, then there is no feasible solution for
the problem (lines 1–2). Then, if there is only one affordable plan, then it is returned as
only feasible solution (lines 3–4). Next, to handle the impreciseness of linguistic criteria
matrix L (see Table 5.3) and linguistic importance vectors Wa1 , . . . ,W
a
h (see Table 5.2),
fuzzy criteria matrix L˜ (lines 5–6) and fuzzy importance vectors W˜a1 , . . . , W˜
a
h (lines 7–9) are
obtained, respectively. In addition, for each application ai ∈ A, the aggregated fuzzy
importance W˜aagg[i] is calculated. Next, the aggregated fuzzy importance W˜aagg[i] for
each application is defuzzified to obtain a crisp importance Wa[i] of each application
(lines 10–14). Further, for each criterion ck ∈ C, its fuzzy weight W˜c[k] is determined.
Then, a crisp weight Wc[k] is calculated for criterion ck ∈ C, through a defuzzifica-
tion process (lines 15–19). Next, we choose the affordable plan, through a cost-benefit
analysis described in Section 5.3.3, that best fits criteria vector Wc. (lines 20–40).
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INPUT
U = {u1, . . . ,uh} /* set of users */
Wu /* user weight vector */
A = {a1, . . . ,an} /* set of applications */
Wa1 , . . . ,W
a
h /* application linguistic importance vectors associated with
users */
C = {c1, . . . ,cl} /* set of criteria */
P = {p1, . . . ,pm} /* set of plans */
R1, . . . ,Rm /* rating vectors */
P /* plan price vector */
b /* budget for selecting a Cloud plan */
Ψ = {ψi, . . . ,ψt} /* set of linguistic variables */
L /* linguistic criteria matrix */
d˜ /* TFN vector */
OUTPUT
p ∈ P /* optimal plan */
MAIN
1: if (@pj ∈ P : P[j] < b) /* if there is no affordable plan */
2: return “There is no feasible solution!”
3: if (∃! pj : P[j] < b) /* if there is only one affordable plan */
4: return pj
5: let L˜ be the fuzzy criteria matrix of size |A|× |C|
/* fill L˜ with TFNs in d˜ */
6: L˜ :=Fill_Fuzzy_Criteria_Matrix(L, d˜,Ψ)
7: let W˜a1 , . . . ,W˜
a
h be the fuzzy importance vectors of size |A|
8: for each v = 1, . . . , |U| do
/* fill W˜av with TFNs in d˜ */
9: W˜av :=Fill_Fuzzy_Importance_Vector (Wav , d˜,Ψ)
/* Step 1: measure the importance of each application ai ∈A */
10: let W˜aagg be the aggregated fuzzy importance vector of size |A|
11: let Wa be the importance vector of size |A|
12: for each i = 1, . . . , |A| do
13: W˜aagg[i] := Fuzzy_Importance(Wu,W˜a1 , . . . ,W˜
a
h ) /* fuzzy importance of ai */
14: Wa[i] := Defuzzify_Importance(W˜aagg[i]) /* importance of ai */
/* Step 2: measure the weight of each criterion ck ∈ C */
15: let W˜c be the fuzzy criteria vector of size |C|
16: let Wc be the criteria vector of size |C|
17: for each k = 1, . . . , |C| do
18: W˜c[k] := Fuzzy_Weight(Wa, L˜) /* fuzzy weight of ck */
19: Wc[k] := Defuzzify_Weight(W˜c[k]) /* weight of ck */
/* Step 3: Select optimal plan */
20: let D be the distance vector of size |P|
21: for each j = 1, . . . , |P| do
22:
∑|C|
k=1 Rj[k] −W
c[k] /* distance between pj and Wc */
23: for each j = 1, . . . , |P| do
24: if (@ck ∈ C : Rj[k] <Wc[k]) /* pj is dominant * /
25: Pdom := Pdom ∪pj
27: let R be the ratio vector of size |Pdom|
28: for each j = 1, . . . , |Pdom| do
29: insert D[j]
P[j] in R in decreasing order /* distance-to-price ratio for pj ∈ Pdom */
30: for each j = 1, . . . , |Pdom| do
31: let px be the plan s.t. R[j] =
D[x]
P[x]
32: if b > P[x] then /* px is affordable */
33: return pk
34: let ∆− be the negative difference vector of size P\Pdom
35: for each j = 1, . . . , |P\Pdom| do
/* negative differences between Rj[k] and Wc[k] for non-dominant plan pj*/
36: insert
∑
pj∈(P\Pdom)
∀ck∈C:Rj[k]<Wc[k]
Rj[k] −W
c[k] in ∆− in decreasing order
37: for each j = 1, . . . , |P\Pdom| do
38: let px be the plan s.t. ∆−[j]=
∑
px∈(P\Pdom)
∀ck∈C:Rx[k]<Wc[k]
Rx[k] −W
c[k]
39: if b > P[x] then /* px is affordable */
40: return px
Figure 5.3: Algorithm for selecting the optimal plan
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5.5 chapter summary
In this chapter, we proposed to adopt an approach aimed at choosing a Cloud plan for
a set of applications, where the preferences of each application, over a set of criteria
(e.g., availability, performance), expressed by multiple users, with a limited budget for
selecting a Cloud plan, in an imprecise (and possibly a linguistic) way. In our approach,
first, the crisp importance of each application, and then, the aggregated preferences of
applications over each criterion (e.g., availability, performance) are calculated, using
fuzzy techniques. Finally, through a cost-benefit analysis process, the affordable plan
that is the best fit for the set of applications is selected, considering the obtained ag-
gregated criteria preferences. The proposed approach provides a flexible tool which
efficiently manages Cloud plan selection scenarios that include dealing with imprecise
information, provided by a set of unskilled IT users with a limited budget for selecting
Cloud plans.

6
R I S K - AWA R E A P P L I C AT I O N S C H E D U L I N G I N C L O U D
C O M P U T I N G S C E N A R I O S
An essential challenge in outsourcing scenarios is supporting the business objectives
of users when they move their applications to the Cloud. In particular, when outsourc-
ing applications are business-critical (e.g., e-commerce applications), it could cause
significant financial loss if they are not available, even for a very short time. There-
fore, the presence of the risk of financial loss can make users skeptical about moving
their business-critical applications to the Cloud. Therefore, it is important to satisfy
the business objectives of users w.r.t the financial profit of applications when they are
moved to the Cloud. This chapter introduces a solution in a multiple-application con-
text aimed at maximizing financial profit estimated for each application by selecting a
virtual machine (VM), among those available, for each application.
6.1 introduction
Virtualization is known as the central key technology to deliver on-demand resources
(e.g., CPU, memory, network) to users in a cost-efficient and flexible fashion [121].
Cloud providers offer their services to their users by encapsulating their Internet-scale
content storage, processing, and delivery capabilities in the form of VMs [122] de-
ployed on multiple physical machines (PMs). For example, Amazon EC2 [123] provides
a diverse spectrum of VM instances which shifts away from general purpose VMs to
those optimized for specific tasks (e.g., memory or computation intensive tasks).
Also, the economic advantages of Cloud services are considered as one of the main
motivations of users for moving their applications to the Cloud. In particular, Cloud
users with business-critical applications are concerned with not only avoiding a fi-
nancial loss but also supporting the financial profit of their applications when they
are executed on the Cloud. Since the quality of services (QoSs), guaranteed by Cloud
providers, has clear consequences on the financial profit of outsourcing applications,
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Monthly Uptime Service Credit
Less than 99.95% but equal to or greater than 99.0% 10%
Less than 99.0% 30%
Table 6.1: Service credit schedule for VMs provided by Amazon EC2
it is vital to carefully consider such QoSs when VMs are selected for applications. In
particular, one of the principal concerns of Cloud users, when they outsource their
applications to the Cloud, is the availability of Cloud services [124] because service
outage, even for a very short time, can raise serious consequences [125]. Therefore,
Cloud providers should guarantee that their offered services support “plug and play”,
just as on-premise applications [124] which such assurances are provided in SLAs,
according to negotiations between Cloud users and providers. Today, major Cloud
providers (Microsoft, Amazon, Rackspace) have made huge investments to make their
provided services highly available [126]. However, due to several service outage or cor-
ruption [127] [128], it is vital to carefully address such issues in scheduling applications
because they would result in losing unsatisfied customers to other Cloud providers
and even hindering the further adoption of Cloud computing, if the objectives of users
cannot be suitably met when they move their applications to the Cloud.
To alleviate these issues, Cloud providers consider some compensation mechanisms
when SLA is violated. In particular, if a Cloud provider fails to provide its promised ser-
vice availability, the provider should compensate users based on some service credit [129].
Service credits play a major role in SLA violation compensation. For example, Rackspace
paid 2.5−3.5million dollars to its users following a power outage in its Dallas data cen-
ter in late June 2009 [130]. Moreover, they can restrict the behaviors of Cloud providers
to prevent SLA violation, and as a result, avoid penalty costs [131]. Service credits can
be measured in different ways. However, they are usually calculated by how long a
service was unavailable within a specific billing period [129]. For example, the current
service credit of Amazon EC2 service is defined as a percentage of total charges paid by
a user for a running VM instance, according to a schedule presented in Table 6.1 [132].
For instance, Amazon compensates each user with 10% of her total monthly payment
for her adopted VM, if the uptime percentage of VM is between 99.95% and 99%. Also,
Amazon does not refund or any other payment, if the uptime percentage of VMs is
more than 99.95% in any monthly billing cycle.
Then, in VM provisioning scenarios, which applications are usually scheduled by
mapping each one to a VM, to properly meet the business objectives of users w.r.t. the
financial benefit of applications, it is essential to investigate: 1) service credit considered
for each VM, if its uptime percentage is less than the commited one by Cloud provider
that offers the VM; 2) off-premise profit that is the profit of an application when it is
mapped to a VM. In fact, the financial profit of each application highly depends on
different uptime intervals which is defined in service credit schedules associated with
VM that is selected for the application. Two main reasons can be provided for support-
ing this argument: 1) if the uptime percentage of a VM, in a defined period (e.g., in
an hour), falls in each uptime interval, a different service credit is applied for the VM
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which should be added to the financial profit of application that is mapped on the VM
(see Table 6.1); 2) since the availability of an application is tied to the availability of
selected VM for the application (as it is deployed on the VM), the financial profit of
application differs, if the uptime percentage of VM falls in a different uptime interval.
This chapter provides an approach in a multiple-application context aimed at, through
selecting an available VM for an application, maximizing the estimated financial profit
of each application, considering defined service credit schedules by several Cloud
providers.
6.1.1 chapter outline
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 provides some basic concepts on
the problem and its definition. Section 6.3 presents our proposed approach for the
defined problem. Section 6.4 provides an algorithm for the proposed solution. We
present chapter summary and concluding remarks in Section 6.5.
6.2 basic concepts and problem definition
In this section, we first provide an overview of risk analysis to properly clarify the
motivation behind its use in our study. Then, we provide basic concepts on the problem
together with its definition.
6.2.1 an overview of risk analysis in the proposed study
Risks to human comes to light from an inherent characteristic to make plans and try to
make them fulfilled, while external forces (e.g., failure time, failure recovery time in our
scenario) resist and tend to move our attempts away from the objectives of plan [133]
(e.g., supporting the business objectives of users in our scenario). The definition of risk
involves both uncertainty as well as some consequence might be received which could
be symbolically written as [134]:
risk=uncertanity+damage
Considering our discussion in Section 6.1, the definition of risk in the context of our
problem includes responses to the three following questions [134]:
1. What can happen?
• Answer: falling the uptime percentage of available VMs in different uptime
intervals
2. How likely is it that this will happen?
• Answer: the probability of falling the uptime percentage of available VMs
in each uptime interval
3. In case of happening, what are the consequences?
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Consequence
Monthly Uptime Interval Probability Service Credit Monthly Financial Profit
[99.96 100] 0.997 0% 17280 (usd)
[99 99.95] 0.002 10% 12960 (usd)
[98.5 98.99] 0.001 30% 7560 (usd)
Table 6.2: Example of VM uptime outcomes
• Answer: Changes in 1) the financial profit of application that is mapped on
a VM; 2) applied service credit percentage for the VM
To answer these questions, we need to make a list of outcomes. For example, as
suggested in Table 6.2, which has been inspired from Table I in [134], considering the
uptime percentage of a VM that is selected for an application, we can consider three
outcomes:
1. if it falls in uptime interval [99.96 100];
2. if it falls in uptime interval [99 99.95];
3. if it falls in uptime interval [98.5 98.99].
For each considered outcome, with a different probability, two possible consequences
can be considered. For example, considering Table 6.2, if the uptime percentage of VM
falls in interval [99.96 100], with probability 0.997, no service credit is applied and
the average financial profit of application is 17280 (usd/month). For simplicity, in the
context of our problem, we refer to risk as falling the uptime percentage of available
VMs in uptime intervals instead of an outcome list including, uptime intervals, their
probabilities, and consequences (applied service credits and the financial profit of ap-
plications).
Risk analysis properly deals with decision making in situations that involve uncer-
tainty (i.e., situations with the lack of complete and accurate knowledge about the state
of system [135] [136] [137]). Therefore, since we cannot be certain about falling the up-
time percentage of an available VM in an uptime interval, we adopt risk analysis to
maximize the estimated financial profit of each application by choosing a VM, among
those available ones, for each application.
6.2.2 problem definition
We consider a scenario, as depicted in Figure 6.1, characterized by a user wishing to
outsource a set A = {a1, . . . ,an} of applications. To this aim, she needs to choose a VM
vj, from a set V = {v1, . . . , vm} of VMs that are offered by multiple Cloud providers,
for each application ai ∈ A (m >= n). Since in this chapter, we focus on meeting the
business objectives of users w.r.t. the financial profit of applications, to enable compari-
son between VMs in V based on their economic characteristics (e.g., rental cost, service
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Figure 6.1: The reference scenario
credit), we assume that all VMs in V have the same technical characteristics (e.g., CPU
rates, memory). In the next two subsections, we present the modeling of available VMs
in V and outsourcing applications in A, receptively.
6.2.2.1 modeling available vms
As we mentioned before in Chapter 2, a Cloud plan can be any type of customized
Cloud service (e.g., a (set of) VM(s)). While noting that, in our application scheduling
scenario, we do not consider any pre-defined plans, each subset of available VMs that
the number of its members is equal to the number |A| of applications in A can be
considered as a plan. Figure 6.2, shows an example of three Cloud plans which each
plan includes four VMs (e.g., plan p1 includes v2, v3, v4, and v6).
Table 6.3 shows available VMs in our running example. Since it does not affect our
solution, we assume that the number m of available VMs in our running example is
equal to the number n of applications for the sake of simplicity (i.e., m = n = 4). Each
VM vj ∈ V is associated with an hourly rental cost, defined by Cloud providers, which
is paid by the user for deploying her application on vj. Such rental cost values are
maintained in a rental cost vector R[1, . . . ,m], where R[j] is the hourly rental cost of VM
vj ∈ V . For example, considering Table 6.3, the rental cost R[1] of VM v1 ∈ V is equal
to 0.01 (usd/hour). Moreover, we assume that the hourly uptime percentage (HUP) of
each VM vj ∈ V falls in an interval maintained in an uptime interval vector I[1, . . . ,d],
where I[k] is the kth hourly uptime interval (HUI) of VMs, defined by Cloud providers.
For example, considering Table 6.3, I[2] = [99 99.95] is the 2nd HUI of VMs in V . Also,
all VMs in V are associated with a service credit vector Γ = [1, . . . ,d], where Γ [k] is
service credit percentage (SCP) that is associated with kth hourly uptime interval I[k].
For example, considering Table 6.3, Γ [2] = 30% is the SCP that is associated with HUI
I[2] = [99 99.95].
Also, each VM vj ∈ V is associated with a probability vector Prj[1, . . . ,d], where Prj[k]
is probability that the HUP of VM vj ∈ V falls in kth hourly uptime interval Ik. For
example, considering Table 6.3, Pr2[3] = 0.0004 is the probability that HUP of VM
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Figure 6.2: Example of relations between plans and VMs
R[1] I Γ Pr
v1 0.01
[99.96 100] 0 0.997
[99 99.95] 30 0.002
[95 98.99] 50 0.0009
[90 94.99] 60 0.0001
R[2] I Γ Pr
v2 0.007
[99.96 100] 0 0.96
[99 99.95] 30 0.0395
[95 98.99] 50 0.0004
[90 94.99] 60 0.0001
R[3] I Γ Pr
v3 0.004
[99.96 100] 0 0.86
[99 99.95] 30 0.03
[95 98.99] 50 0.095
[90 94.99] 60 0.015
R[4] I Γ Pr
v4 0.002
[99.6 100] 0 0.8
[99 99.95] 30 0.1
[95 98.99] 50 0.095
[90 94.99] 60 0.005
Table 6.3: Example of available VMs
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Service type P I P1
a1 Social medial marketing 4.9
[99.96 100] 4.8
[99 99.95] 3.6
[95 98.99] 2.1
[90 94.99] 1.2
Service type P I P2
a2 Average traffic website 1.9
[99.96 100] 4.1
[99 99.95] 3.1
[95 98.99] 2.1
[90 94.99] 0.9
Service type P I P3
a3 Business logic 2.11
[99.96 100] 4.3
[99 99.95] 3.3
[95 98.99] 2.5
[90 94.99] 1.5
Service type P I P4
a4 Music streaming 4.5
[99.6 100] 4.6
[99 99.95] 3.7
[95 98.99] 2.9
[90 94.99] 1.9
Table 6.4: Example of on-promise profit vector P and off-premise profit vector P
v2 ∈ V falls in HUI I3 = [95 98.99]. We note that such probabilities either could be
defined by Cloud providers, if they are trusted ones or by a third party which is
trusted by both the user and Cloud providers, based on the analysis of historical data
regarding the availability of VMs in V . Details about the process of obtaining such
probabilities are outside of the scope of this chapter.
6.2.2.2 modeling outsourcing applications
The user defines, for each application ai ∈ A, an on-premise financial profit which is
the average hourly financial profit of ai ∈ A before moving to the Cloud. For example,
considering Table 6.4, the on-promise financial profit of application ai ∈ A is 4.9 (us-
d/hour). Such on-premise financial profit values are maintained in an on-promise profit
vector P[1, . . . ,n], where P[i] is the on-premise financial profit of application ai ∈ A.
Also, the user estimates, for each application ai ∈ A, an off-premise financial profit
Pi[k] which is the average hourly financial profit of application ai ∈ A, if the HUP
of VM vj ∈ V that is selected for ai falls in HUI I[k] ∈ I. Such off-premise financial
profit values are maintained in an off-premise profit vector Pi[1, . . . ,d], where Pi[k] is the
off-premise financial profit of application ai ∈ A. For example, considering Table 6.4,
the off-premise financial profit of application ai ∈ A is equal to 4.8 usd/hour.
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Figure 6.3: Example of mapping function F
Let us introduce a one-to-one mapping function F : A → V that takes the set A of
applications as input and maps each ai ∈ A to a VM vj ∈ V , according to our pro-
posed application scheduling approach. The notation F(a) = v indicates that VM v is
selected for application a. Figure 6.3, which has been inspired from Figure 1.b in [68],
shows an example for a mapping generated by F(a1, . . . ,an) → (v1, . . . , vm), where
F(a1) = vm, F(a2) = v1, and F(an) = v2. Mapping function F should satisfy the follow-
ing two objectives when maps applications in A to VMs in V :
First, mapping function F has to guarantee the supporting of the financial profit of
each application ai ∈ A when ai is assigned to a VM vj ∈ V . To do so, mapping
function F must capture risk associated with the falling of the HUP of each VM vj ∈ V
in each HUI I[k] ∈ I as it can affect:
1. hourly penalty for a VM vj ∈ V . For example, suppose that, application a1 ∈ A (see
Table 6.4) is mapped on VM v1 ∈ V (see Table 6.3) with rental cost R[1] = 0.01
(usd/hour). If the HUP of VM v1 ∈ V falls in HUI I[3], its hourly penalty is
R[1] · Γ [3] = 0.01 · 50% = 0.005 (usd/hour). However, if the HUP of VM v1 falls in
HUI I[2], its hourly penalty is R[1] · Γ [2] = 0.01 · 30% = 0.003 (usd/hour).
2. hourly off-premise financial profit Pi[k] of application ai ∈ A. For example, consid-
ering Table 6.4, if F(a1) = v1 and the HUP of VM v1 ∈ V falls in HUI I[3], then
P1[3] = 2.1 (usd/hour), while if the HUP of v2 falls in HUI I[2], then P1[2] = 3.6
(usd/hour).
Second, mapping function F must satisfy importance assigned to each application
ai ∈ A when a VM vj ∈ V is selected for ai. For example, suppose that application
ai ∈ A has a higher importance compared to application aj ∈ A. Also, suppose that,
both applications ai,aj ∈ A would make their maximum financial profit if they are
mapped on VM vj ∈ V . Therefore, VM Vj ∈ V must be assigned to application ai ∈ A
due to its higher importance compared to application aj ∈ A. In our scenario, the im-
portance of applications is defined by the user, according to their on-premise financial
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profit maintained in P (i.e., applications with higher on-premise financial profit Pi
have higher importance from the view of user). For example, as depicted in Table 6.4,
applications a1 ∈ A (which is a social media marketing application) and a2 ∈ A (which
is a website with average traffic) respectively have the highest and the lowest impor-
tance from the view of user, considering their associated on-premise financial profit
(i.e., P[1] = 4.9 (usd/hour) and P[2] = 1.9 (usd/hour)).
In the light of above discussion, now we can elaborate the problem definition more
clearly. Given a set A = {a1, . . . ,an} of applications and a set V = {v1, . . . , vm} of
VMs, since the HUP of each VM vj ∈ V can fall in any of d HUIs in I = [1, . . . ,d], it
may not be possible to measure a precise hourly financial profit for each application
ai ∈ A when it is assigned to vj (i.e., F(ai) = vj). Therefore, a solution to this problem
is the estimation of average hourly financial profit for each application ai ∈ A, con-
sidering risk associated with the falling of the HUP of VM vj ∈ V in each HUI I[k]
with probability Prj[k]. In the next section, we will present our risk-aware application
scheduling approach aimed at, by selecting a VM vj ∈ V for each application ai ∈ A,
maximizing hourly financial profit that is estimated for each application, considering
the importance of applications.
6.3 proposed approach
Our approach, presented in the following sections, operates in two main steps i) mea-
sure an hourly penalty for each VM vj ∈ V w.r.t. each HUI I[k] ∈ I; ii) estimate hourly
financial profit for each application to be scheduled w.r.t. each VM vj ∈ V .
6.3.1 measuring penalty for each vm
The first step of our proposed approach is measuring an hourly penalty for each VM
vj ∈ V , w.r.t. its HUP, which is paid by Cloud providers. In fact, since the HUP of each
vj ∈ V can fall in any HUI Ik ∈ I, we should calculate the hourly penalty of vj ∈ V ,
considering each I[k]. To do so, each VM vj ∈ V is associated with a penalty vector
ξj[1, . . . ,d], where ξi[k] is the hourly penalty of vj ∈ V if its HUP falls in HUI I[k] ∈ I
and calculated as:
ξi[k] = R[j] · Γk (6.1)
For example, as depicted in Table 6.5, the penalty of ξ2[3] of VM v2 ∈ V , if its HUP
falls in HUI I[3] is calculated as R[2].Γ [3] = 0.007 · 50% = 0.0035 (usd/hour). In the next
subsection, we will present our approach for estimating the hourly financial profit of
each application ai ∈ A.
6.3.2 estimating financial profit for an application
The second step of our proposed approach is estimating an average hourly financial
profit for each application ai ∈ A if it is mapped on each VM vj ∈ V . As we discussed
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in Section 6.2.2, in our scenario, the importance of each application ai ∈ A is defined
according to its hourly on-premise financial profit P[i]. Also, as we discussed before in
Section 6.2.2, the second objective of mapping function F : A → V is to guarantee the
satisfaction of the importance of applications in A. To meet this objective, we schedule
applications in A in the decreasing order of their importance. Back to our running
example, the first application to be scheduled is application a1 ∈ A with the highest
importance among others in A. Then, we schedule applications a4 ∈ A and a3 ∈
A, and finally a2 ∈ A. For simplicity, in the following, we refer our discussion for
scheduling the first application to be scheduled (i.e., a1 ∈ A) with the note that the
process described is executed for all applications in A.
6.3.2.1 estimating hui-wise financial profit for an application
As we mentioned in Section 6.2.2.1, we assume that the HUP of each VM vj ∈ V falls
in a HUI I[k] ∈ I. Also, as we discussed before in Section 6.2.2, risk associated with the
falling of the HUP of selected VM vj ∈ V for application ai ∈ A (i.e., F(ai) = vj) in
each HUI Ik ∈ I can affect: 1) hourly penalty for a VM vj ∈ V and 2) off-premise financial
profit for application ai ∈ A. Therefore, to efficiently estimate the financial profit of
applications in A, we need to consider all possible outcomes of falling the HUP of
VMs in V in HUIs in I, each with a different probability maintained in Prj. In other
words, to select a VM for application ai ∈ A, we need to estimate, for each HUI I[k] ∈ I,
a financial profit if ai ∈ A is assigned to a VM vj ∈ V (i.e., F(ai) = vj). For example,
considering Table 6.3, the HUP of each VM vj ∈ V can fall in four HUIs in I (d = 4),
which as a result, we need to estimate four values for the financial benefit of ai ∈ A,
considering each VM vj ∈ V .
Let Pi,j[k] denotes the estimated hourly financial profit of current application ai ∈ A
to be scheduled when it is mapped on a VM vj ∈ V (i.e., F(ai) = vj) and the HUP
of vj ∈ V , with rental cost R[j], falls in I[k] ∈ I with penalty ξj[k]. Then, we propose
Formula 6.2 for Pi,j[k].
Pi,j[k] = Pi[k] + ξj[k] − R[j] (6.2)
Such estimated values for the HUI-wise financial profit of application ai ∈ A are
maintained in an HUI-wise profit vector Pi,j[1, . . . ,d]. For example, as depicted in Ta-
ble 6.5, the estimated hourly financial profit Pa1,v2 [3] of application a1 ∈ A when it
is mapped on VM v2 ∈ V (i.e., F(a1) = v2) and the HUP of v2 ∈ V falls in HUI I[3]
is equal to 2.096 (usd/hour). In the next sub-section, through a risk analysis process,
we choose a VM vj ∈ V for the current application ai ∈ A to be scheduled which
maximizes the estimated financial profit of application ai ∈ A.
6.3.2.2 measuring expected monetary value for an application
To select a VM for the current application ai ∈ A to be scheduled, we estimate, for
each VM vj ∈ V , the hourly financial profit Pemvi,j of ai ∈ A, as its expected monetary
value (EMV), if it is mapped on vj ∈ V as:
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R[v1] I Γ Pr ξ Pa1,v1 P
emv
a1,v1
v 0.010
[99.96 100] 0 0.997 0 4.790
4.784
[99 99.95] 30 0.002 0.003 3.593
[95 98.99] 50 0.0009 0.005 2.095
[90 94.99] 60 0.0001 0.006 1.196
R[v2] I Γ Pr ξ Pa1,v2 P
emv
a1,v2
v 0.007
[99.96 100] 0 0.96 0 4.793
4.744
[99 99.95] 30 0.0395 0.0021 3.595
[95 98.99] 50 0.0004 0.0035 2.096
[90 94.99] 60 0.0001 0.0042 1.197
R[v3] I Γ Pr ξ Pa1,v3 P
emv
a1,v3
v 0.004
[99.96 100] 0 0.86 0 4.796
4.449
[99 99.95] 30 0.03 0.0012 3.597
[95 98.99] 50 0.095 0.002 2.098
[90 94.99] 60 0.015 0.0024 1.198
R[v4] I Γ Pr ξ Pa1,v4 P
emv
a1,v4
v 0.002
[99.6 100] 0 0.8 0 4.798
4.403
[99 99.95] 30 0.1 0.0006 3.598
[95 98.99] 50 0.095 0.001 2.099
[90 94.99] 60 0.005 0.0012 1.199
Table 6.5: Rental cost vector R, HUI vector I, service credit vector Γ , probability vector
Pr1, . . . ,Pr4, penalty vectors ξ1, . . . , ξ4, HUI-wise profit vector Pa1,vj , and estimated
financial profit Pemva1,vj of application a1 ∈ A w.r.t. each VM vj ∈ V
P
emv
i,j =
d∑
k=1
Pi,j[k] · Prj[k] (6.3)
We note that Pi,j[k] denotes the estimated HUI-wise financial profit of application
ai ∈ A (see Section 6.3.2.1) and Prj[k] denotes the probability that the HUP of VM
vj ∈ V falls in HUI Ik ∈ I. Back to our running example, Table 6.5 shows the estimated
hourly financial profit of application a1 ∈ A w.r.t. each VM vj ∈ V . To meet the first
objective of mapping function F (see Section 6.2.2), we need to select a VM vj ∈ V
for the current application ai ∈ A to be scheduled that, compared to other VMs in V ,
application ai ∈ A would make the maximum hourly financial profit, if it is mapped
on vj ∈ V . Back to our running example, considering Table 6.5, VM v1 ∈ V is selected
for the current application a1 ∈ A (i.e., F(a1) = v1) because a1 ∈ A would make the
maximum hourly financial profit, if it is mapped on v1 ∈ V (Pemva1,v1 = 4.784 (usd/hour)),
compared to other other VMs in V .
As we discussed before in Section 6.2.2, in our scenario, the function F : A → V
is a one-to-one mapping function. That is, each application ai ∈ A is mapped on
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R[v2] I Γ Pr ξ Pa4,v2 P
emv
a4,v2
v 0.007
[99.96 100] 0 0.96 0 4.593
4.556
[99 99.95] 30 0.0395 0.0021 3.695
[95 98.99] 50 0.0004 0.0035 2.896
[90 94.99] 60 0.0001 0.0042 1.897
R[v3] I Γ Pr ξ Pa4,v3 P
emv
a4,v3
v 0.004
[99.96 100] 0 0.86 0 4.596
4.367
[99 99.95] 30 0.03 0.0012 3.697
[95 98.99] 50 0.095 0.002 2.898
[90 94.99] 60 0.015 0.0024 1.898
R[v4] I Γ Pr ξ Pa4,v4 P
emv
a4,v4
v 0.002
[99.6 100] 0 0.8 0 4.598
4.333
[99 99.95] 30 0.1 0.0006 3.698
[95 98.99] 50 0.095 0.001 2.899
[90 94.99] 60 0.005 0.0012 1.899
Table 6.6: Rental costs R[v2], R[v3], R[v4], HUI vector I, service credit vector Γ , probability
vectors Pr2, . . . ,Pr4, HUI-wise profit vectors Pa4,vj , and estimated financial profit
P
emv
a4,vj of application a4 w.r.t. each VM vj ∈ V
one VM vj ∈ V and each vj is selected for one ai ∈ A. Therefore, to avoid mapping
an application to an already selected VM, we remove VM vj ∈ V from the set V of
available VMs when it is selected for application ai ∈ A (i.e., F(ai) = vj). Back to our
running example, since application ai ∈ A is mapped on VM v1 ∈ V (i.e., F(a1) = v1),
then v1 is removed from the set V of available VMs (i.e., V = {v2, v3, v4}).
According to our discussion in Section 6.3.2 and considering Table 6.4, the next
application to be scheduled is a4 ∈ A, then a3 ∈ A, and finally, a2 ∈ A. As depicted
in Table 6.6, application a4 ∈ A is mapped on VM v2 ∈ V (i.e., F(a4) = v2) because
hourly financial profit P
emv
a4,v2 = 4.556 (usd/hour) estimated for a4 ∈ A is maximum,
if it is mapped on v2 ∈ V , compared to VMs v3 (Pemva4,v3 = 4.367 (usd/hour)) and
v4 ∈ V (Pemva4,v4 = 4.333 (usd/hour)). Also, VM v2 ∈ V is removed from the set V of
available VMs (i.e., V = {v3, v4}) to avoid its selection for unscheduled application(s)
(i.e., a2,a3 ∈ A).
The next application to be scheduled is a3 ∈ A, which according to Table 6.7, is
mapped on VM v3 ∈ V (i.e., F(a3) = v3), because financial profit Pemva3,v3 = 4.053
(usd/hour) that is estimated for a3 ∈ A is maximum, if it is mapped on v3 ∈ V ,
compared to VM v4 ∈ V (Pemva3,v4 = 4.013 (usd/hour)). Also, VM v3 ∈ V is removed
from the set V of available VMs (i.e., V = {v4}) to avoid its selection for unscheduled
applications (i.e., a2 ∈ A). Finally, the last application to be scheduled is a2 ∈ A which
is mapped on VM v4 ∈ V as the only available VM in the set V of available VMs and,
as a result, V = {}.
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R[v3] I Γ Pr ξ Pa3,v3 P
emv
a3,v3
v 0.004
[99.96 100] 0 0.86 0 4.296
4.053
[99 99.95] 30 0.03 0.0012 3.297
[95 98.99] 50 0.095 0.002 2.498
[90 94.99] 60 0.015 0.0024 1.498
R[v4] I Γ Pr ξ Pa3,v4 P
emv
a3,v4
v 0.002
[99.6 100] 0 0.8 0 4.298
4.013
[99 99.95] 30 0.1 0.0006 3.298
[95 98.99] 50 0.095 0.001 2.499
[90 94.99] 60 0.005 0.0012 1.499
Table 6.7: Rental costs R[v3],R[v4], HUI vector I, service credit vector Γ , probability vectors
Pr3,Pr4, penalty vectors ξ3, ξ4, HUI-wise profit vectors Pa3,vj , and estimated finan-
cial profit Pemva3,vj of application a3 w.r.t. each VM vj ∈ V
Figure 6.4 shows a decision tree which graphically presents the risk (falling the HUP
of VM vj ∈ V in each HUI Ik ∈ I, if F(a1) = vj) of mapping a1 ∈ A on each available
VM in V and the associated consequence (changes in estimated HUI-wise financial
profit Pi,j[k]).
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F(a1)
4.403(usd/hour)
1.199(usd/hour)
2.099(usd/hour)
3.598(usd/hour)
4.798(usd/hour)
4.449(usd/hour)
1.198(usd/hour)
2.098(usd/hour)
3.597(usd/hour)
4.796(usd/hour)
4.744(usd/hour)
1.197(usd/hour)
2.096(usd/hour)
3.595(usd/hour)
4.793(usd/hour)
4.784(usd/hour)
1.196(usd/hour)
2.095(usd/hour)
3.593(usd/hour)
4.790(usd/hour)
v4
I4
I3
I2
I1
v3
I4
I3
I2
I1
v2
I4
I3
I2
I1
v1
I4
I3
I2
I1
Figure 6.4: Decision tree for selecting a VM vj ∈ V for application a1 ∈ A
6.4 algorithm for the proposed risk-aware application schedul-
ing approach
In this section, given our application scheduling problem, we provide a pseudo-code al-
gorithm for the proposed solution which is reported in Figure 6.5. Our algorithm takes
as input the set of applications A, the set of VMs V , rental cost vector R, probability
vectors Pr1, . . . ,Prm, uptime interval I, service credit vector Γ , on-premise profit vector
P, and off-premise profit vectors P1, . . . ,Pn and returns mapping function F : A→ V .
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The algorithm, first, for each VM vj ∈ V , calculates an hourly penalty ξj[k], if the
HUP of vj ∈ V falls in HUI Ik ∈ I (lines 1–4). Next, applications in A are sorted
in decreasing order of their on-premise financial profit, maintained in P (lines 5–7).
Then, for the current application ai ∈ A to be scheduled, an HUI-wise financial profit
Pi,j[k] is estimated (lines 8–13), considering each HUI I[k] ∈ I defined in the service
credit schedule of each VM vj ∈ V . Next, an hourly financial profit Pemvi,j for the
current application ai ∈ A to be scheduled is estimated as the EMV of ai ∈ A, if it is
mapped on each VM vj ∈ V (lines 14–16). Then, a VM vj ∈ V is selected for application
ai ∈ A that, compared to other VMs in V , ai ∈ A would make the maximum hourly
financial profit P
emv
i,j if it is mapped on vj ∈ V (lines 17–21). Finally, VM vj ∈ V that
is selected for the current application ai ∈ A to be scheduled is removed from the set
V of available VMs to avoid selecting vj for other unscheduled applications in A\{ai}
(line 22).
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INPUT
A = {a1, . . . ,an} /* set of applications */
V = {v1, . . . , vm} /* set of VMs */
R[1, . . . ,m] /* vector of hourly rental costs for VMs v1, . . . , vm*/
I[1, . . . ,d] /* vector of uptime interval */
Pr1, . . . ,Prm /* vectors of probability for VMs v1, . . . , vm */
Γ /* vector of service credit */
P /* vector of on-premise profit */
P1, . . . ,Pn /* off-premise profit vectors for applications a1, . . . ,an */
OUTPUT
F : A→ V /* mapping function */
MAIN
/* Step 1: Calculate hourly penalty for VMs */
1: for each vj ∈ V do
2: let ξj be the penalty vector of size |I|
3: for each k = 1, . . . , |I| do
4: ξj[k] := R[j] · Γ [k] /* penalty for vj w.r.t. I[k] */
5: let S be a list of size |A| to contain sorted applications
6: for each i = 1, . . . , |A| do
7: insert ai ∈ A in S in decreasing order of P
/* Step 2: estimate a financial profit for the current application to be scheduled */
8: for each i = 1, . . . , |A| do
9: let ax be the application in the position of i in S
10: let Px,j be the HUI-wise profit vector of size |I|
11: for each j = 1, . . . , |V | do
12: for each k = 1, . . . , |I| do
13: Px,j[k] := Px[k] + ξj[k] − R[j] /* HUI-wise estimated profit for ax, if F(ax) = vj w.r.t. I[k] */
14: for each j = 1, . . . , |V | do
15: for each k = 1, . . . , |I| do
16: P
emv
x,j := Px,j[k] · Prj[k] /* estimated profit for ax if F(ax) = vj */
17: let Ox be a list of size |V | to contain estimated profit P
emv
x,j of ax w.r.t. vj ∈ V
18: for each j = 1, . . . , |V | do
19: insert each VM vj ∈ V in O in decreasing order of Pemvx,j
20: let VM v∗ ∈ V be the VM in the first position of O
21: F(ax) := v∗ /* map ax to v∗ */
22: V := V\{v∗} /* remove v∗ from V */
Figure 6.5: Algorithm for the proposed risk-aware application scheduling approach
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6.5 chapter summary
In this chapter, we provided a solution for scheduling a set of applications to support
the business objectives of users w.r.t. the financial profit of applications. To do so,
through a risk analysis process, we map each application to an available VM, according
to the expected monetary value of application when it is mapped to each available
VM. In this manner, our solution maximizes the estimated financial profit of each
application when it is mapped on an available VM, according to its importance.

7
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E W O R K S
In this thesis, we provided models and tools to support users in evaluating applications
that are moved to the Cloud and in selecting the most suitable Cloud plans, consider-
ing their characteristics and the requirements of applications. After a brief introduction
and reviewing some related works, we focused mainly on four specific aspects: 1) eval-
uating the modularity of applications, 2) Consensus-based selection of Cloud plans, 3)
business-oriented Cloud plan selection, and 4) Cloud plan selection under uncertainty.
In this chapter, we shortly review the original contributions of this thesis and present
some future work.
7.1 summary of the contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows.
Application assessment in outsourcing scenarios. We presented a software-engineering-
based approach for evaluating the modularity of applications as a metric for their
change flexibility and/or distributability. The proposed approach could be used as a
tool to see to what extent applications can be easily moved to the Cloud, considering
the dynamic and/or distributed properties of Cloud environments.
Consensus-based Cloud plan selection. We proposed a solution aimed at balancing
the satisfaction of applications’ requirements by selecting a Cloud plan according to a
consensus among them. The proposed solution provides a tool which chooses a plan
that is globally considered the most acceptable by all applications.
Cloud plan selection under uncertainty. We proposed a method aimed at selecting a
Cloud plan for multiple applications when a set of users, with a limited budget for se-
lecting a Cloud plan, do not have precise ideas about the requirements of applications.
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Our approach provides a tool which efficiently captures the uncertainty of imprecise
information about applications, provided by multiple unskilled IT users, while satisfies
the budget constraints of users for selecting a Cloud plan.
Business-oriented Cloud plan selection. We proposed a method aimed at, by assign-
ing each application to a virtual machine (VM) offered by multiple Cloud providers,
maximizing financial profit that is estimated for applications when they are executed
on the Cloud, according to the importance of each application. Our approach pro-
vides a tool which suitably supports the business objectives of users w.r.t. the financial
profit of applications, considering service level agreement compensation mechanisms,
offered by Cloud providers.
7.2 future work
The research described in this thesis leaves several opportunities for future work which
can be summarized as follows.
Application assessment in outsourcing scenarios. Our approach for estimating the
modularity of applications properly supports users to see to what extent applications
are ready to be moved to the Cloud w.r.t. adaptability and/or distributability. Con-
sidering this contribution, we plan to focus on providing an assessment framework
to evaluate the suitability of applications for running on the Cloud. To do so, w.r.t.
different criteria (e.g., maintainability, reliability) that are considered necessary for ap-
plications, their suitability for moving to the Cloud will be evaluated.
Consensus-based Cloud plan selection. In our approach for selecting a Cloud plan
based on the consensus between applications on the satisfaction of their requirements,
we did not consider a consensus degree between applications on the level of the satis-
faction of their requirements. Also, we did not consider the satisfaction of the objectives
of Cloud provider(s) (e.g., maximizing the profit of Cloud provider by renting Cloud
resources) as well as applications’ requirements. Therefore, an interesting future line of
research could be providing a solution aimed at reaching a partial consensus between
applications as well as fulfilling the objectives of Cloud providers.
Cloud plan selection under uncertainty. In our solution for supporting Cloud plan
selection in the presence of multiple users, possibly without an IT background, we
considered Cloud plans, with fixed prices and predefined ratings for each criterion
which is almost consistent with the current trends of plan selection in the Cloud mar-
ket. Also, to select a Cloud plan, we assume that users have the same opinions about
the preferences of applications, over considered criteria, which is often the case in typ-
ical scenarios. An interesting line of research for future studies would be deciding on
a customized plan, considering imprecise information which is provided by a set of
unskilled IT users, each with possibly different opinions about the requirements of ap-
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plications.
Business-oriented Cloud plan selection. Our approach for supporting the business
objectives of users w.r.t. the financial profit of applications is risk neutral as we did not
consider uncertainty degree in the proposed scenario. That is, we considered an equal
number of uptime intervals, each with equal service credits for all VMs. Therefore, the
proposed approach is indifferent between VMs with equal estimated financial profit,
and as a result, a VM with a higher degree of uncertainty in the associated service
credit schedule (e.g., a VM with a higher number of uptime intervals, each with a pos-
sibly different service credit) could be selected for an application. Then, the potential
consequence could be selecting a VM for an application which would not maximize
the financial profit of application. Therefore, scheduling applications by selecting a
VM, among those available ones, for each application when Cloud providers consider
service credit schedules with different degrees of uncertainty could be an alternative
to investigate for future research.
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Abstract: An important problem when moving an application to the cloud con-
sists in selecting the most suitable cloud plan (among those available from cloud
providers) for the application deployment, with the goal of finding the best match
between application requirements and plan characteristics. If a user wishes to
move multiple applications at the same time, this task can be complicated by the
fact that different applications might have different (and possibly contrasting)
requirements. In this paper, we propose an approach enabling users to select a
cloud plan that best balances the satisfaction of the requirements of multiple ap-
plications. Our solution operates by first ranking the available plans for each ap-
plication (matching plan characteristics and application requirements) and then
by selecting, through a consensus-based process, the one that is considered more
acceptable by all applications.
2. “A Risk-aware Application Scheduling Model in Cloud Computing Scenarios”
A. Arman
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International Journal of Intelligent Systems and Applications(IJISA), vol. 8, no.
10, pp. 11− 20, 2016
Abstract: Cloud providers usually apply some compensation mechanisms when
their promised qualities of services are not met. Therefore, to support the busi-
ness objectives of users, such compensation mechanisms, which can have high
impacts on the financial profit of applications when they are executed on the
cloud, should be carefully considered in application scheduling scenarios. We
propose an approach aimed at, by mapping each application to an available VM
offered by multiple Cloud providers, maximizing financial profit that is estimated
for each application, according to its importance. It mainly works in three phases.
Considering each possible VM availability scenario, we first measure a penalty
which is paid by Cloud provider if the promised uptime of VM is not met, and
then, estimate a financial profit for the current application to be scheduled if it is
assigned to each available VM. Finally, through a risk analysis process, we assign
each application to an available VM, according to the expected monetary value
of application when it is mapped to each available VM.
3. “Towards an Analytical Approach to Measure Modularity in Software Archi-
tecture Design”
M. Ghasemi, S. M. Sharafi, and A. Arman
Journal of Software, vol. 10, no. 4, pp. 465− 479, 2015
Abstract: We propose a software engineering approach to analytically evaluate
the modularity of applications to estimate to what extent they can be easily
moved to the Cloud w.r.t. change flexibility and/or distributability. Our pro-
posed solution operates in three main steps: i) defining an evaluation classifica-
tion which includes different modularity attributes (e.g., coupling, cohesion) and
their associated metrics (e.g., coupling between classes for coupling attribute),
according to the context of problem (e.g., application type, execution context of
application on the Cloud); ii) estimating modularity at micro (component) level,
considering attributes and metrics studied in the first step; iii) evaluating modu-
larity at macro (system) level, considering the obtained modularity at micro level.
4. “Improving the Efficiency of Term-weighting in Dynamic Sets of Documents”
M. Jabalameli, A. Arman, and M. Nematbakhsh
International Journal of Modern Education and Computer Science, vol. 7, no. 2,
pp. 42-47, 2015
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Abstract: The performance refinement of outsourcing applications is considered
as an essential issue because it can considerably avoid the wasting of Cloud re-
sources and unnecessary extra costs, paid by Cloud users. In this paper, a me-
thod is proposed to improve the efficiency of computation-intensive applications
in term-weighting scenarios by considering a special part of dynamic documents’
revisions instead of their whole revision history. The evaluation of proposed me-
thod shows its ability to keep the quality of retrieved information at an acceptable
rate, while notably decreases the analysis time.
5. “Considering Application Importance in Cloud Plan Selection” (Manuscript
in preparation)
Abstract: Selecting the right cloud plan is a key issue when outsourcing applica-
tions to the cloud. When multiple applications need to be deployed at the same
time on the same plan, it is necessary to combine their requirements to deter-
mine a plan that is suitable for all applications. In this paper, we address the
problem of selecting a cloud plan when the outsourced applications have dif-
ferent importance, differentiating the impact that their preferences should have
in the selection process. Our approach permits different stakeholders to express
applications importance, to simplify definition and capture the imprecision of
human judgements, through linguistic variables. Our solution then aggregates
the importance of applications, considering the opinions of different stakehold-
ers with different relevance in the decision process. Applications importance is
then taken into consideration for cloud plan selection.

